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ABSTRACT

Multi-task learning (MTL) learns multiple tasks together and improves the perfor-

mance of all the tasks by exploiting extra information from each other with the shared

internal representation. Additional related secondary task(s) acts as regularizer(s) to

help improve the generalization performance of each singly learning task; the effect is

more prominent when the amount of training data is relatively small. Recently, deep

neural network (DNN) is widely utilized for acoustic modeling in automatic speech

recognition (ASR). The hidden layers of a DNN provide an ideal internal representa-

tion for the shared knowledge. The main contribution of this thesis is the proposal of

three methods of that apply MTL to DNN for acoustic modeling by exploiting extra

information from related tasks, meanwhile imposing the guideline that the secondary

tasks should not require additional language resources. The guideline is important

when language resources are limited.

In the first method, phone and grapheme acoustic models are trained together

within the same deep neural network. The extra information is the phone-to-grapheme

mappings, which is confirmed by analysis and visualization of the implicit phone-

to-grapheme correlation matrix computed from the model parameters. The training

convergence curve also shows that MTL training generalizes better to unseen data than

common single task learning does. Moreover, two extensions are proposed to further

improve the performance.

State tying, to some extent, relieves the data scarcity problem in context-dependent

acoustic modeling. However, quantization errors are inevitably introduced. The second

MTL method in this thesis aims at robust modeling of a large set of distinct context-

dependent acoustic units. More specifically, distinct triphone states are trained with a

smaller set of tied states, benefiting from better inductive bias to reach a better opti-

mum. In return, they embed more contextual information into the hidden layers of the

MTL-DNN acoustic models.

Our last method works in a multi-lingual setting when data of multiple languages

are available. Multi-lingual acoustic modeling is improved by learning a universal

xiii



phone set (UPS) modeling task together with language-specific triphones modeling

tasks to help implicitly map the phones of multiple languages to each other.

MTL methods were proved to be effective on a board range of data sets. The

contributions of this thesis include the three proposed MTL methods, and the heuristic

guidelines we impose to find helpful secondary tasks. With the successful explorations,

we hope to stimulate more interest of MTL in improving ASR, and our results show

that it is promising for wider applications.

xiv



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the emergence of human civilization, speech is indispensable to human-human

communication. It is also considered as an important communication method in human-

computer communication.

Research on automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been very active for more

than six decades and has made tremendous progress. At the beginning, speech recog-

nizers were only able to recognize a small number of isolated words spoken in a quiet

environment. In 1980s, the use of hidden Markov model with Gaussian mixture model

as state output distribution (GMM-HMM) for acoustic modeling makes speech recog-

nizers capable of conducting large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition. Thanks

to its ease of training and decoding, for the following twenty years, GMM-HMM was

the mainstream acoustic model in ASR systems, and acoustic modeling research fo-

cused on improving GMM-HMM by better model structure or training algorithm. Sig-

nificant works include state tying [2], discriminative training [3, 4, 5], and maximum

likelihood linear transformation [6].

During the period dominated by GMM-HMMs, researchers also explored many

other models for acoustic modeling such as high-density discrete HMM which uses a

discrete distribution with large codebooks to model the state output distribution [7],

hybrid artificial neural network (ANN) HMM [8] and the segment models [9, 10].

However, none of them can be shown to outperform GMM-HMM.

Development of ASR was slow and a bit boring until the second decade of the new

century. The past five years saw the great success of deep learning architectures and

techniques on many computer vision, language and speech learning tasks. Deep neural

network (DNN) and its variants finally replaced GMM and nowadays hybrid DNN-

HMM is used as the acoustic model in most ASR systems. The advancement can be

attributed to the following factors:

• deep learning architectures and algorithms;
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• evolution of general purpose graphical processing units (GPGPU);

• thousands of hours of well-transcribed training data, and far more unlabeled data

from the crowd;

• the use of weighted finite state transducer in ASR decoder [11];

• mobile Internet and cloud computing;

• the great personal and commercial needs for speech recognition applications.

Figure 1.1: ASR problems.

Today the ASR techniques are mature enough for many real-world applications.

However, many efforts still need to be paid to catch up with and surpass the speech

recognition ability of human beings. [12] categorizes the subproblems that ASR ad-

dresses into different aspects and different difficulty levels, as is shown in Fig. 1.1. The

authors point out that we are facing the problems in the right-most column: ASR on

huge vocabulary, free-style task, noisy far-field speech, spontaneous speech and mixed

languages. Research interests have moved to the following aspects of DNN-HMM

ASR systems:

• parallelizing and accelerating the training and decoding process;

• speaker adaptation, noise robustness, etc. ;
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• regularization methods, such as the dropout method [13]

• different deep learning architectures such as the deep convolutional neural net-

work [14] and the deep recurrent neural network [15];

This thesis takes a multi-task learning approach, which can be regarded as a regu-

larization method to improve state-of-the-art DNN-HMM acoustic model.

1.1 Why Multi-task Learning (MTL) for ASR?

For thousands of years, humans have been learning from the nature during. Even

though in modern times, we are surrounded by artificial products, we can still see the

signs of many inspiration from the nature on many industrial products. For example,

most initial designs of airplanes and submarines were copied from birds and fishes

— from their appearance to mechanism. Without the hints from nature, the human

civilization would not be able to evolve so fast. How to learn from nature even becomes

a complex science: bionics. It applies biological methods and systems observed in

nature to the design of engineering systems.

In computer science, one of the most straightforward and influential imitations is

the artificial neural network (ANN) [16]. Similar to biological neural network, ANN

is composed of millions of neurons and their connections. Neurons can communicate

with each other, and the connection weights between them can be trained to learn

certain knowledge from the training data. More recently, people observe that biological

brains use both shallow and deep circuits from brain anatomy [17]. Thus, an ANN was

later enhanced by adding more hidden layers to form a deep neural network (DNN).

Table 1.1: Two real life examples of MTL.

Task Object recognition Typing English words and
Chinese words by Pinyin

Shared Input Pixels Words to type
Shared Internal representation Shapes or textures Keyboard layout
Output Target object seen? Finger movements to type

English or Chinese words
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Multi-task learning (MTL) [18] is a machine learning method that learns multiple

related tasks together to better learn the primary task we aim to improve. The idea of

MTL is also motivated from human behavior on learning real tasks. Humans tackle a

new task with the prior knowledge gain from previous similar learning tasks. More-

over, humans have the capability to learn multiple tasks simultaneously to achieve

better learning effect. Table 1.1 lists the shared input features, internal representations

and outputs for the two MTL examples:

• Recognition of multiple objects are related tasks. Children learn to recognize

all objects at the same time by the shapes or textures of the objects in an MTL

manner. They don’t learn one by one.

• Typing words of different languages by a keyboard are related tasks. To type

Chinese characters by the Pinyin input method, people need to learn the key-

board layout first, which is the same as that for typing English.

As a real life example that is more related to automatic speech recognition, humans

usually learn a language by reading, listening and speaking it at the same time. Learn-

ing multiple language skills together accelerates the process of mastering a foreign

language, while languages without a formal writing system are usually much harder to

learn for foreigners since the trick of MTL cannot work.

Applying these observations from real life to engineering is natural. In machine

learning, multi-task learning is known to be particularly effective when training data

is rare. Data scarcity is one of the largest obstacles for the development of human

language technologies, especially for low-resourced languages with only a few hours

of training data.

Actually, MTL has been applied successfully in many speech, language, image

and vision tasks with the use of neural network (NN) because the hidden layers of

an NN naturally capture learned knowledge that can be readily transferred or shared

across multiple tasks. For example, [19] applies MTL on a single convolutional neural

network to produce state-of-the-art performance for several language processing pre-

dictions; [20] improves intent classification in goal-oriented human-machine spoken

dialog systems which is particularly successful when the amount of labeled training

data is limited; in [21], the MTL approach is used to perform multi-label learning in an
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image annotation application, which is exactly motivated from the object recognition

example given above.

With the recent success of DNN for acoustic modeling in ASR, we believe MTL

may further improve DNN training. Multi-task learning deep neural network (MTL-

DNN) is essentially an imitation of human brain, where most neurons are functioning

for all basic human abilities, while some are exclusive for particular behaviors. There

are many related secondary tasks that are promising to improve the primary speech

recognition task. Some of them have been proved to be helpful. For example, in

[22], phone and state context classification tasks are trained together to benefit phone

recognition. Therefore, there are plenty of reasons to believe MTL can be a helpful

way to improve ASR performance.

1.2 How to Apply MTL to ASR?

Before applying MTL to any task, one needs to answer the question of how to choose

the secondary tasks to benefit the training of the primary task.

The main contribution of this thesis is answering the question in ASR in the con-

text of acoustic modeling. Firstly, we have the following guidelines on choosing the

secondary task(s):

(a) It should be positively related to the primary phonetic modeling task so that they

can share an internal representation, which generalizes better to unseen observa-

tions.

(b) It shares the same set of inputs with the primary task;

(c) It should not require extra language resources;

(d) It should be easy to set up and train.

Under these guidelines, we choose and investigate three kinds of secondary tasks

through experiments on different recognition tasks. They are acoustic modeling tasks

of
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• graphemes: basic units in a writing system. Writing systems preserve speech

over time and distance. MTL training of phone and grapheme acoustic units is

expected to exploit the extra phone-to-grapheme mapping information from the

writing systems.

• distinct triphones: phonetic units that exhibit finer contextual information. Joint

training with distinct triphone states will provide more contextual information to

the tied-state acoustic modeling task, while keeping the estimation robust.

• universal phones: a set of common phones that can be used to describe the speech

sounds in multiple languages. Universal phone set of multiple languages is usu-

ally derived from International Phonetic Alphabet based on the linguistic knowl-

edge of experts. We believe utilizing the multi-lingual phone mapping is able to

benefit current multi-lingual acoustic modeling.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we present an overview of automatic speech recognition (ASR) and

state-of-the-art ASR systems together with details of DNN-HMM that are used for

acoustic modeling. The data scarcity problem in ASR will also be described.

In Chapter 3, a literature review of both theoretical and experimental works on

multi-task learning is given. We also expound our MTL formula in the thesis together

with the structure and the objective function of MTL-DNN.

In Chapter 4, the first proposed method is illustrated under a mono-lingual ASR

setting. A phone acoustic modeling task is estimated with a grapheme acoustic mod-

eling task in a DNN acoustic model, sharing part of the DNN parameters. It does

not need extra language resources like explicit phone-to-grapheme mapping, which is

usually not easy to obtain.

In Chapter 5, to model distinct triphones and reduce quantization errors brought

by state tying, our second method estimates a large group of distinct triphone states

with a smaller set of tied states in an MTL-DNN. Again the parameters in the hidden

6



layers of the MTL-DNN are shared by the two tasks. In this way, the estimation of the

distinct triphones is more robust even if they do not have sufficient training data.

In Chapter 6, when multi-lingual data are available, we further model the implicit

multi-lingual phone-to-phone mapping by an additional universal phone set (UPS) [23]

modeling task in an MTL-DNN to benefit the acoustic modeling of all languages. The

method can be combined with the first method to gain further improvement.

Finally, in the last chapter we summarize our contributions and findings in this

thesis. Furthermore, we look into various prospective future works, expecting that

MTL will benefit ASR more.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF AUTOMATIC SPEECH
RECOGNITION

This chapter aims to provide the reader the background knowledge of automatic speech

recognition (ASR). The definition of ASR, and important components in ASR system

are illustrated. More importantly, we describe details of how deep neural network is

adopted for acoustic modeling in a hybrid system with a hidden Markov model.

2.1 Automatic Speech Recognition

Figure 2.1: Overview of an ASR system.

The aim of automatic speech recognition, also known as computer speech recog-

nition or speech to text, is to find the corresponding word sequences given a speech

signal using computing devices. Generally it can be viewed as a machine learning and

classification problem, or a sequential labeling task in which we are to learn acous-

tic patterns from speech training data and figure out the unknown word labels of new

8



speech signals. Given a sequence of acoustic feature vectors, the aim is to discover the

unobserved word sequence behind them.

From the statistical point of view, the ASR task can be rephrased as: given a se-

quence of acoustic vectors X, find the word sequence ˆ

W = w1, w2, . . . , wM that max-

imizes the posterior probability P (W|X). Applying the Bayes’s rule, we have:

ˆ

W = argmax

W

P (W|X) = argmax

W

P (W)P (X|W)

P (X)

Since P (X) is invariant of W, we have:

ˆ

W = argmax

W

P (W)P (X|W) (2.1)

In Eq. (2.1), P (X|W) and P (W) have the following meanings in a speech recog-

nition system:

• P (W) is called the language model, which represents the prior probability of

the word sequence W independent of the observed signal sequence X.

• P (X|W) is called the acoustic model, which represents the probability of ob-

serving the speech feature sequence X given the word sequence W.

Fig. 2.1 shows the overview of an ASR system. Acoustic feature vectors are ex-

tracted from the speech waveform, and then decoding is performed to obtain the word

sequence given the acoustic model and language model.

2.2 Language Model

Knowledge of a language is important for recognizing and understanding natural speech

of the language. Linguistic knowledge is usually embedded in a language model

(LM), which is a statistical model that assigns a probability to a sequence of m words

P (w1, . . . , wm) by means of a probability distribution. Language modeling is used in

many natural language processing applications such as speech recognition, machine

translation, part-of-speech tagging, parsing and information retrieval.

In speech recognition, such a model tries to capture the properties of a language,

and to predict the next word in a speech sequence. Generally, when evaluating the

9



probability of a word sequence given an utterance, it gives a probability of the word

sequence, which is combined with the acoustic score that will be introduced in the

following section.

The most commonly used LM is the n-gram LM. It is assumed that the probability

of the current word only depends on the most recent n� 1 words. The model stores all

the n-gram probabilities P (wi|wi�1, wi�2, ..., wi�n+1), and the probability of any word

sequence can be computed by

P (W) = P (w1, w2, ..., wm) = ⇧

m
i=1P (wi|wi�n+1, ..., wi�1)

Generally, an n-gram language model is trained by counting the occurrences of all

n-grams in a text data set. However, generally many n-gram items are infrequent or

unseen in the training data. [24] proposed a back-off scheme named Katz smoothing

to address this problem. If an n-tuple is not observed frequently enough in the training

text, its probability will be backed off by another probability computed from the oc-

currence count of a shorter (n� 1)-tuple context. Kneser-Ney smoothing [25] further

improved language modeling by combining the lower-order distribution and higher-

order distribution. The authors interpolated lower-order distribution for all words (not

just for words that have zero counts) in the higher-order distribution.

2.3 Acoustic Model

Although there were knowledge-based acoustic models in the history, since the late

1980s, most speech recognition systems had turned to statistical acoustic models. Gen-

erally, hidden Markov model (HMM) is trained to model the likelihood P (X|W). In

this section, the definition and assumptions of HMM are first presented, followed by

an introduction to two popular approaches of modeling the state output probability

distribution in HMM.

2.3.1 Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

For ease of description, let us define:

�: an HMM model (normally means all the parameters in the model),

aij: the transition probability from state i to state j,

10



Figure 2.2: An example of left-to-right HMM with 3 states used for acoustic modeling.

J : the total number of states in the HMM �,

T : the total number of frames in the observation vector sequence X .

xt: an observation vector at time t,

X: a sequence of T observation vectors, [x1, x2, . . . , xT ],

st: the state at time t,

S: the state sequence, [s1, s2, . . . , sT ].

The hidden Markov model (HMM) is a finite state machine in which the state

sequence is not observable whereas only the observations generated by the model is

directly visible. Transitions among the states are associated with a probability aij

representing the transition probability from state i to state j. HMM is a generative

statistical model. In each time step t, the system transits from a source state st�1 to

a destination state st and an observation vector xt is emitted. The distribution of this

emitted xt is governed by the probability density function in the destination state. In

the case of continuous-density HMM, each state is associated with a probability density

function (PDF), which is crucial to the performance of an ASR system.

An example of HMM which is most commonly used to model a phone is shown

in Fig. 2.2. It is a 3-state straightly left-to-right HMM in which only left-to-right
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transitions are allowed in order to capture the sequential nature of speech. The first and

the last nodes are null nodes, they are non-emitting states which will not generate any

observations and are used to indicate the entry and exit states. This specific structure

makes it easy to connect one HMM with another HMM to form a longer HMM. For

example, several phone HMMs may connect together to form a bigger phonetic or

linguistic unit such as a syllable, a word or even a sentence.

There are three major issues in hidden Markov modeling:

• The Evaluation issue : As an HMM is a generative model, any sequence of

observations can be generated by an HMM. Given the HMM parameters �, it is

possible to determine the probability P (X|�) that a particular sequence of obser-

vation vector X is generated by the model. In this case, the model parameters �

and the observation vectors X are the inputs, and the corresponding probability

is the output.

• The Training issue : From a training/learning perspective, the sequence of ob-

servation vectors X is given to train the model parameters � which are unknown.

The observed data X are the inputs, and the estimated model parameters � are

the outputs.

• The Decoding issue : In a decoding process, the model parameters � and the

sequence of observation vector X is given whereas the sequence of states S is

unknown. The goal is to look for the most likely sequence of underlying states

S which maximizes P (S|X,�). In this case, the model � and the observation

vectors X are the inputs, and the decoded sequence of states S is the output.

ASR systems are based on the first-order HMM, which has the following assump-

tions:

• The first order Markov assumption: It is assumed that in first-order HMMs

the transition probabilities from one state to the next state only depend only on

the current state and not on the past state history. Given the past k states,

P (st+1 = j|st = i1, st�1 = i2, . . . , st�k+1 = ik) = P (st+1 = j|st = i1), (2.2)
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where 1  i1, i2, . . . , ik, j  J.

On the other hand, the transition probabilities of a kth-order HMM depend on the

past k states. The first-order Markov assumption enables recognizers to perform

fast decoding on large decoding network using dynamic programming Viterbi

algorithm, with effective path pruning.

• The output independence assumption: It is assumed that given its emitting

state, an observation vector is conditionally independent of the previous vectors

as well as the neighboring states. Hence, we have

P (X|S,�) =
TY

t=1

P (xt|st,�). (2.3)

If the states are stationary, the observations in a given state are assumed to be

independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.).

2.3.2 Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

For a long time, the probability density functions (PDF) associated with each state in

HMM are commonly estimated as mixtures of Gaussian densities with diagonal covari-

ances due to its simplicity and trainability. The PDF function is written as a weighted

sum of the probabilities of an observation vector x given the Gaussian distributions:

P (x|s) =
X

i

wiN (x;mi,vi) (2.4)

where wi, mi, vi are the weight, mean and covariance of the i-th Gaussian component.

Hidden Markov model using Gaussian mixture model (GMM-HMM) are usually

estimated by the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm which maximizes the like-

lihood of the observations sequences given the label sequences P (X|W) for all utter-

ances in the training data set:

FMLE =

NX

n=1

logP (Xn|W) (2.5)

If the HMM model assumptions always match the real speech statistics, and an

infinite training set was used, MLE would be enough to ensure speech recognition ac-

curacy. However, the assumptions are not true and the amount of training data is always
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limited. When it became hard to get more improvement from the conventional MLE

scheme, people start to explore discriminative training on HMMs. Unlike MLE, dis-

criminative training also considers other possible competing hypotheses during HMM

training and tries to reduce the probabilities of incorrect hypotheses. In other words,

it attempts to improve the probability of a correct hypothesis while keeping those of

incorrect hypotheses low.

Denote Xn and Wn as the observation sequence and the truth transcription of the

n-th utterances. There are two popular discriminative training criteria[4]:

• Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) [26] : the MMI criterion is to maxi-

mize the mutual information between the training word sequences and the ob-

servation sequences during HMM training:

FMMI =

NX

n=1

logP (Wn|Xn) =

NX

n=1

log

P (Xn|Wn)P (Wn)P
W0 P (Xn|W0

)P (W0
)

(2.6)

where W0 is a hypothesis word sequence.

• Minimum Phone Error (MPE) [5]: the MPE criterion is to minimize the phone

errors on training utterances by optimizing:

FMPE =

NX

n=1

P
W0 P (W0|Xn)A(W0,Wn)P

W0 P (W0|Xn)
(2.7)

where the function A(W0,Wn) measures the accuracy of hypothesis W

0 given

transcription Wn, and it equals the number of reference phones in Wn minus

phone errors in hypothesis W0. Intuitively MPE training maximizes the proba-

bilities of hypotheses that have higher accuracy.

In 1990s and 2000s, most ASR systems employed GMM as state output distribu-

tion function in their HMMs. However, GMM is inefficient to model data distributed

on a non-linear manifold such as a simple sphere — even for such simple distribu-

tion, a large number of components are needed! During the period, researchers kept

proposing many new models beyond GMM-HMM, but none of them succeeded until

the resurgence of deep neural networks.
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Figure 2.3: Relationship between the four ANNs in this section.

2.3.3 Deep Neural Network (DNN)

To better illustrate the definition, model structure and training algorithm of deep neural

network, we first describe three other popular graphical models. They are multilayer

perceptron, restricted Boltzman Machine and deep belief network. All of them are

artificial neural networks (ANNs), which are statistical learning model motivated by

biological neural networks. Fig. 2.3 demonstrates the relationship between the four

models.

2.3.3.1 Multilayer perceptron

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a directed feedforward ANN mapping a set of input

data to outputs by applying a series of operations. It is a discriminative model. As is

shown in Fig. 2.4, a shlow MLP usually has an input layer, a hidden layer and an output

layer, and in each layer there are a set of nodes. Nodes in neighboring layers are full

connected, while nodes in the same layer do not connect with each other. Each node

in the hidden and output layers is a neuron (or processing element) with a nonlinear

activation function such as the sigmoid function.

The model parameters of an MLP are the connection weights between nodes and
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Figure 2.4: Multilayer perceptron.

learning MLP is done by adjusting the connection weights. Generally the learning

objective is the minimum cross entropy (MCE) between the predictions P (si|x) and

the desired target di of each input frame x

E = min

X

x2D

X

i

di logP (si|x) (2.8)

or the least-squares error:

E = min

X

x2D

X

i

1

2

||di � P (si|x)||22 (2.9)

where D is the training set, di is the i-th dimension of d, which is set to 1 if x is labeled

as si and 0 otherwise.

In practice, stochastic gradient descent is usually conducted in the mini-batch mode

to accelerate training. Let us denote oi as the output of node i in the feed-forward step,

�j as the error propagated back from node j, and wij as the connection weight between

node i and j. At the backpropagation step we have �j =

@E
@oiWij

. The weight update

over a mini-batch of data is computed as the negative product of the gradient multiplied

by the learning rate ⌘:

�Wji = �⌘
@E
@Wij

= �⌘oi
@E

@oiWij

= �⌘oi�j (2.10)
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Training will go on for multiple epochs with reducing learning rate until the classifica-

tion performance on some development data set reaches its optimum.

Figure 2.5: Pre-training of DBN by training RBMs, for better initialization of DNN
training.

2.3.3.2 Restricted Boltzman machine

RBM is an undirected bipartite graph consisting of two disjoint groups of nodes: visi-

ble (input) nodes and hidden (output) nodes. Connections are restricted so that a visible

node does not connect to other visible nodes, and a hidden node does not connect to

other hidden nodes. Different from an MLP, it is a generative model that models the

joint probability of the inputs and outputs. RBM can be effectively trained by mini-

mizing the contrastive divergence [28] in an unsupervised manner. Let us denote the

binary visible nodes i and binary hidden nodes j as vi and hj , the weight matrix be-

tween hidden nodes and visible nodes as W, and the biases for visible and hidden

nodes as ai and bj respectively . The energy function of a binary RBM is defined as

E(v, h) = �
X

ij

viWijhj �
X

i2visible

aivi �
X

h2hidden

bjhj (2.11)

In the case of real-valued input data, the energy function of a Gaussian-Bernoulli
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RBM (GRBM) is

E(v, h) =
X

i2visible

(vi � ai)2

2�2
i

�
X

j2hidden

bjhj �
X

i

vi
�i

X

j

hjWij (2.12)

where the input visible node i is assumed to have Gaussian distribution with �i as the

standard deviation and ai as the mean. GRBM is used at the bottom of the network,

and its inputs are acoustic feature frames.

The objective function of unsupervised training of a single-layer RBM is to mini-

mize the negative log-likelihood of the joint probability distribution of all nodes

min

X

h

� logP (v,h) (2.13)

w.r.t W, a and b where

P (v,h) =
1

Z
exp(�E(v,h)) (2.14)

and Z is a normalization factor on all possible v and h:
P

v,h exp(�E(v,h)).

Since the RBM is a bipartite, it can be proved that P (h|v) = ⇧iP (hi|v) and

similarly P (v|h) = ⇧iP (vi|h). Since h 2 {0, 1}, we have

P (hi = 1|v) =

exp(�(bi + v

T
W⇤,i)hi)

exp(�(bi + v

T
W⇤,i)hi) + exp(�(bi + v

T
W⇤,i)(1� hi))

= sigmoid(bi + v

T
W⇤,i)

Thus

P (h = 1|v) = sigmoid(b+ v

T
W) (2.15)

and similarly

P (v = 1|h) = sigmoid(a+ hT
W

T
). (2.16)

The form of Equation 2.15 allows us to use the weights of an RBM to initialize a feed-

forward neural network with sigmoidal hidden units because the inference for RBM

hidden units is equivalent to propagation in a feed-forward neural network.

RBM can be trained effectively by the simple one-step contrast divergence algo-

rithm. [28] showed that the gradient of the connection weight wij between visible node
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i and hidden node j is simply the difference between the training data and data sampled

from the model. The update formula is

�wij = ⌘(< vihj >data � < vihj >model) (2.17)

where < . > means expectations of variables under the distribution specified by the

subscript outside it. However, getting an unbiased sample of < vihj >model is dif-

ficult. This is usually done by alternating Gibbs sampling for a long time. It starts

from randomly picking the states of visible units. Then hidden units are updated by

Equation 2.15. Next, visible units are updated by Equation 2.16. Such procedure is

repeated until convergence is reached, thus a lot of computation is necessary to obtain

an unbiased sample. In [28], the one-step contrast divergence algorithm approximates

< vihj >model by reconstructed data:

• Feed real-valued visible data v(1) into the RBM to compute the probabilities that

hidden variables are 1. We then obtain the values of binary hidden variables h(1)

by sampling from their probabilities;

• Based on Equation 2.16, the values of hidden variables in the opposite direction

are used to compute the values of binary visible variables v

(2), which are the

reconstructed visible data;

• Finally, the values of the hidden variables are updated again to obtain h(2) ac-

cording to Equation 2.15;

• < v

(1)h(1) > are used for < vihj >data, and < v

(2)h(2) > are used to approxi-

mate < vihj >model.

2.3.3.3 Deep belief network

Like RBM, a deep belief network (DBN) [28] is a generative graphical model for ran-

domly generating visible data and modeling the joint distribution of all variables, but

DBN is composed of multiple layers of hidden variables. An example of DBN is given

in Fig. 2.5(b). Except the connection between the two topmost last layers is undirected

(or bi-directed), other connections are directed and in the opposite direction as MLP.

DBN can be regarded as composition of simple, unsupervised networks such as RBM.
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DBN is usually trained by training RBMs layer by layer, and used as initialization for

DNN training, which will be described later.

2.3.3.4 Deep neural network

A deep neural network (DNN) is simply a multilayer perceptron with many hidden

layers, as shown in Fig. 2.5(c). Theoretically, the deep architecture is able to model

highly non-linear functions and distribution of high dimensional data, but it is very

difficult to train DNNs in the past. Firstly, error signals propagated back to bottom

hidden layers diminish quickly, making it hard to train parameters in the bottom layers.

Secondly, the computation-intensive large matrix operations in training and decoding

of DNN make it hard to scale up to large vocabulary speech recognition tasks using

thousands of hours of speech training data, and to be run in real time.

There was a resurgence of DNNs in recent years after Hinton et al. introduced a

fast pre-training algorithm for a deep belief network. The fast advancement of graphic

processing unit (GPU) parallel computing hardwares and techniques in recent years

also greatly promotes the applications of DNN in various real-world machine learning

tasks. With GPUs, large batch of matrix operations can be easily parallelized. DNNs

have been proved to be very effective in many tasks of speech recognition [29], com-

puter vision [30] and natural language processing [19]. More specifically, an DNN is

used to replace the GMM to model the PDFs of HMM states in speech recognition,

and it usually outperforms GMMs by a large margin.

Training of a DNN usually consists of the pre-training phase and fine-tuning (back-

propagtion) phase.

• Pre-training of DBN:

The aim of pre-training is to provide a better initialization point for subsequent

DNN training. Hinton proposed initializing a DNN with a generative pre-trained

deep belief network [28], which consists of repeated layers of RBM. As is shown

in Fig. 2.5, after an RBM is trained, its connection weights will be fixed, and

another new one is placed on top of it. The new one is trained by the output from

the fixed ones below it. At the end, several RBMs are stacked together to form a

DBN which is then converted to a DNN with the addition of an output layer that
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is designed for each application. Note that in such conversion, the backward arcs

between the last two hidden layers are removed, and other backward directed

connections are reverted.

• Backpropagation:

The supervised backpropagation step of DNN training is exactly the same as that

of common MLP. Backpropagation is usually performed on the whole network

to minimize the sum of cross-entropy (Equation 2.8) or squared error (Equation

2.9).

Figure 2.6: A Hybrid CD-DNN-HMM system.

In ASR, a DNN is used in hybrid a DNN-HMM to provide the state output distri-

bution. Fig. 2.6 shows the hybrid DNN-HMM used in [31]. Unlike a GMM-HMM

in which each state has a GMM as its output probability distribution, in DNN-HMM

systems only one single DNN is used to model the output probability distributions of

all HMM states generally.

During training, all acoustic feature frames extracted from the training set are first

used for DBN pretraining. Then, an output layer consisting of units that represent

phones or phonetic states are added to the DBN to form a DNN. Finally, backpropaga-

tion is performed as described above. Note that minimum cross entropy is just one of
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the training criteria. As another category of training criteria, sequence training will be

introduced later in Chapter 4.

During decoding, input frames are fed into the DNN to compute the posteriors

of the states. The posteriors are then scaled by dividing the state priors, which are

computed from the training data, to obtain the likelihoods of the frame given the states

for HMM decoding:

P (x|si) /
P (si|x)
P (si)

. (2.18)

Today DNN-HMMs are deployed on most large vocabulary ASR systems. Its great

success can be attributed to:

(a) DBN pretraining that provides a much better initialization point for a large network

with many more parameters than a common GMM,

(b) its ability to extract information from a much longer context window of input

frames, and

(c) its ability to model highly non-linear functions and distributions using many hid-

den layers which are regarded as high-level feature extractors.

In machine learning, there are many variants of the deep architecture. Like the great

impact of DNN on ASR, deep convolutional neural network (deep-CNN) has gained

great success in many computer vision tasks [32], meanwhile recurrent neural networks

(RNN) are applied to language modeling [33]. Recently, deep-CNN and deep-RNN

are also adopted for ASR [14, 15]. Their performance is generally comparable or even

better than a DNN.

2.4 Phonetic Unit Selection

One important issue in ASR is how to choose the type of acoustic unit for modeling.

In [34], Kai-Fu Lee defines “good” acoustic units with the following two criteria:

• Consistence means that different samples of the same unit have similar charac-

teristics. It is important because it improves the discrimination between different

modeling units, which governs the accuracy of speech recognition systems.
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• Trainability means there are are sufficient examples for each speech unit. It is

important because robust parameter estimation require a considerable amount of

training data.

In the rest of this section, we will survey different phonetic units used for ASR

using these two criteria.

2.4.1 Context-independent (CI) Units

• Words

Words are the most natural units in speech and the word error rate (WER) is

the most common measure of the performance of ASR systems. Word models

have the advantages that they can capture within-word pronunciation variations.

In small-vocabulary ASR tasks like digit recognition, word models usually have

better results. However, constructing word models are not practical in large-

vocabulary ASR tasks because not all words can be trained robustly since there

are usually tens of thousands of words in a language and many words rarely

occur. Therefore, sub-word units are more practical in large-vocabulary ASR.

• Phones

Phones are the most popular basic units for common ASR systems for their good

trainability. In general, only 40-50 phones are employed in English and therefore

each of them can have sufficient data for robust training. In phone-based model-

ing, words are broken down into a concatenated sequence of phones according to

a phonetic dictionary. Context-independent phones are also called monophones

and they are modeled by individual HMMs. The use of monophones ignores the

co-articulatory effects. Therefore their performance is modest compared with

using context-dependent units.

• Syllables

Phones are usually pronounced differently in different words. On the other hand,

analysis shows that realization of syllables is more stable and consistent than

phones [35]. These findings stimulate the interest to investigate the use of syl-

lables for acoustic modeling. However, syllables suffer from poor trainability.
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The main reason is that the number of distinct syllables (around 20,000 in En-

glish) is so large that it is impractical to collect enough training data for each

of them. Furthermore, like phones, their boundaries are sensitive to contextual

effects, which is a common defect of context-independent units.

2.4.2 Context-dependent (CD) Units

In order to model the co-articulatory effects in speech, several kinds of phone-based

context-dependent units are developed.

Table 2.1: Phone transcription and triphone transcription of words.

Sentence Phone sequence Triphone sequence
CAT k ae t ?-k+ae k-ae+t ae-t+?
DOG d ao g ?-d+ao d-ao+g ao-g+?
EAT iy t ?-iy+t iy-t+?
GREEN g r iy n ?-g+r g-r+iy r-iy+n iy-n+?

• Triphones

Triphones model context-dependency by considering the preceding and the fol-

lowing phones of each phone in the utterance. Table 2.1 lists the phone and

triphone transcriptions of several English words. For example, triphone /k-ae+t/

represents the triphone with /ae/ as the base phone, /k/ as its previous phone and

/t/ as its following phone. The symbol ’?’ here means the context depends on the

previous or the next word in the sentence. Triphones became the most popular

modeling units after Kai-Fu Lee demonstrated a successful and practical param-

eter sharing scheme with the use of triphones in 1990 [34]. After that, different

parameter sharing schemes were further developed and the most widely-used

method is clustering by a phonetic decision tree[2].

• Word-dependent Phones

In word-dependent phone modeling, the same base phone in distinct words is

modeled individually. Thus, it needs as many data as word models for robust

training. But now since phones are labeled rather a whole word, parameter shar-

ing or interpolation across different words become possible. The rationale be-
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hind is that while an infrequent word is poorly trained with word models, the

corresponding word-dependent phones can still be reasonably trained through

interpolation with monophones.

• Function-word-dependent Phones

Function words generally mean articles, prepositions, conjunctions and pro-

nouns. For example, “THE”, “A”, “IN”, “WITH”, are function words in English.

Such words appear more frequently than ordinary content words and have ob-

vious pronunciation variant. [34] found that function words take only 4% of

the vocabulary or about one third if weighted by frequency, but they account for

nearly half of the recognition errors. [34] proposed function-word-dependent

phones to enhance the modeling of function words. Function-word-dependent

phones are identical to word-dependent phones, except that only a selected set

of function words are represented by function-word-dependent phones, while

the other words are still represented by triphones. As function words usually

occur more frequently than other words, function-word-dependent phone can be

estimated robustly.

Table 2.2: The characteristics of different phonetic units if they are used for large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition task.

Phonetic Unit Consistence Trainability
Word model good bad

CI Phone model bad good
Syllable model good bad

CD phone model good through parameter sharing
Word-dependent phone model good through parameter sharing

Function-word-dependent phone model good through parameter sharing

Table 2.2 summarizes different phonetic units if they are used for speech recogni-

tion task in terms of consistence and trainability. From the above evaluation, with the

same amount of training data, it seems that consistence and trainability are two con-

flicting goals. It is difficult to achieve the two goals at the same time by simply building

independent acoustic models for each unit. However, researchers have explored ways

to find a trade-off between the two requirements. In the next section, we will introduce
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the popular parameter tying approach for robust context-dependent acoustic model-

ing in details. By clustering similar context-depedent units, and sharing some of the

parameters among units in the same cluster, they can be robustly estimated.

2.5 Context-Dependent Acoustic Modeling

Figure 2.7: Cumulative triphones coverage in the WSJ training data set HUB2 . The
triphones are sorted in descending order of their occurrence count.

Triphones are the most frequently used context-dependent units in ASR systems.

During recognition, since we do not know the sequence of phones in the testing utter-

ances, we have to consider every possible triphones. Thus, if there are N monophones,

theoretically there can be as many as N3 triphones. Typically, there are 64,000 tri-

phones as N normally equals to 40. The number of distinct triphones is too large for

having enough training data for every triphone.

What is worse, even for languages with rich resources, the data distribution over

their triphones is so uneven that there are many infrequent triphones with insufficient

training data. It was shown in [36] that the 80–20 Pareto rule is also true for the

distribution of triphones in the 84-hour Wall Street Journal training corpora: about 80%
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of all triphone occurrences in the corpus come from only 20% of the most common

distinct triphones. Fig. 2.7 displays the cumulative triphones coverage in the WSJ

training data set HUB2, indicating that most data samples are from a small portion of

triphones. Direct estimation of the acoustic model parameters for a large set of distinct

triphones suffers from the data scarcity problem and will yield poor models which hurt

the overall recognition performance. Thus, the performance is worse than monophone

when the triphones are trained individually.

Figure 2.8: Phonetic decision tree-based state tying in the HTK toolkit [1].

Parameter tying simply shares parameters among acoustic units to address this

problem. Tied subspace Gaussian distributions [37], shared distributions [38], tied

states [2] and generalized triphones [34] share parameters among different kinds of

acoustic units. State tying is the most popular method in modern ASR systems. It can

be performed either in a data driven manner or based on phonetic knowledge. The

latter way usually makes use of a phonetic decision tree, in which the degree of tying

can be well controlled by setting some thresholds of state splitting and merging.
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A phonetic decision tree is a binary tree in which each node asks a yes/no pho-

netic question. The questions are about the phonetic context of the triphones. In the

tree shown in Fig. 2.8, the question at the root of the tree is asking whether the left

neighboring phone of the current triphone is a consonant or not. Initially all triphone

states with the same state index in the HMMs of triphones from the same base phone

are placed at the root node of a tree. For example, all of the 3rd states of triphones with

/ah/ as base phone are placed at the root. Depending on the answer, the pool of states

is split and this continues until certain thresholds such as the minimum number of data

samples from the states in the leaf node and the minimum likelihood gain of splitting

nodes are reached. All states in the same stopping leaf node are then tied. For exam-

ple, the tree shown in Fig. 2.8 will partition its states into subsets corresponding to the

five terminal nodes. One tree is constructed for each state of each base phone. The

tree topology and questions at each node are chosen to locally maximize the likelihood

of the training data and ensure that sufficient data are associated with each tied state.

Once all trees have been constructed, unseen triphones can be synthesized by finding

the appropriate terminal tree nodes and then using the tied states associated with those

nodes with the help of linguistic knowledge.

2.6 Data Scarcity Problem in ASR

Data scarcity is one of the largest obstacles in the development of human language

technologies. This section introduces two common data scarcity problems in ASR

which we will address later in this thesis:

• Distinct Triphone Acoustic Modeling

As is described in the previous section, parameter tying successfully strikes a

balance between detailed modeling and robust training, thus it is also very pop-

ular in DNN-HMM ASR systems. However, there is no discrimination among

acoustic units tied together, which inevitably introduces quantization errors. The

eigentriphone method together with the more recent reference model weighting

(RMW) method [39] seek for robust distinct triphone modeling (see Section 5.1),

but they only work for GMM-HMM system. How to perform robust distinct tri-

phone modeling on DNN-HMM systems remains a problem.
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• Low-Resource Speech Recognition

In the past decades, huge efforts have been spent on the most popular languages

such as English, French, German, Mandarin,. . . etc. As results, great success

has been achieved. However, there are still many languages in the world that

lack audio and language resources, and cannot benefit from the advanced hu-

man language technologies. Such languages usually have only a few hours of

transcribed training data, and a good phonetic dictionary for them is also hard to

obtain.

The creation of language resources generally needs the help of native linguistics

experts, and is usually costly and time-consuming; it is even more so if only

non-native developers are available. Thus, an important research direction in

low-resource ASR is to make the process easier and faster. For instance, a semi-

automatic approach to preparing a pronunciation dictionary is to first create a

small primary dictionary manually, and then extend it to a large dictionary by

applying grapheme-to-phoneme conversion [40]. However, the performance of

the final dictionary highly depends on the quality of the primary one. A simpler

solution is to abandon the phone-based models and employ graphemes as the

basic acoustic units because grapheme modeling [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] does not

require a phonetic dictionary1. Many languages that use an alphabet writing

system are suitable for grapheme-based acoustic modeling, and their grapheme

set is usually selected to be the same as their set of alphabets.

On the other hand, when out-of-domain data is available, transfer learning [46]

may be applied. Notable efforts include cross-lingual ASR [47] and multi-

lingual ASR [48]. A basic assumption behind these techniques is that there ex-

ist good explicit mappings between phones between different languages so that

transfer learning may be applied to transfer the knowledge, or such mapping can

be modeled implicitly by some shared parameters [49]. Nevertheless, explicit

multi-lingual phone mapping is usually not available for many low-resourced

languages.

1In practice, grapheme acoustic models can be trained using existing phone-based ASR softwares.
During training, a “pronunciation dictionary” is simulated by simply representing each word by its
graphemic transcription.
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2.7 ASR System Performance Evaluation Metric

To make the recognition results of different research efforts comparable, the standard

ASR performance evaluation metric is word accuracy. It plays an important role in the

development of ASR techniques. In order to facilitate the discussions in the rest of the

thesis, the definition of word accuracy is given in this section.

To compute the word accuracy, the recognized word string is first aligned to the

correct word string using a string matching algorithm. After the alignment, the number

of substitution errors (S), deletion errors (D) and insertion errors (I) can be calculated.

Let N be the number of words in the correct word string, then the word accuracy can

be calculated as:

word accuracy =

N �D � S � I

N
. (2.19)

2.8 Summary

The target of automatic speech recognition (ASR) is to decode the word sequence

from the human speech. ASR systems are usually composed of a feature extractor, a

language model and an acoustic model:

• the feature extraction component extracts acoustic features from waveform data

for further processing;

• the language model assigns a prior probability to any word sequence W;

• the acoustic model is used for modeling the likelihood of word sequence W

given an observed acoustic feature sequence X.

Most ASR systems use hidden Markov models (HMMs) as their acoustic models,

and deep neural networks (DNNs) are utilized to model the state output probability

distributions of any acoustic feature frame x given an HMM state si P (x|si). Gener-

ally, a DNN is trained in two steps: pre-training deep belief network unsupervised and

supervised DNN backpropagation.

Before building ASR systems, one needs to carefully select the kind of phonetic

units to model. Words and monophones are context-independent units that do not
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consider the co-articulatory effects in speech. Triphones model the co-articulatory

effect caused by the preceding and following phones, but direct estimation of triphones

will result in overfitting because there are not sufficient training data for infrequent

triphones. State tying addresses this problem by tying similar triphone states together,

and is very popular in ASR systems.

However, triphone states that are tied together cannot be distinguished with each

other in decoding, resulting in quantization errors. However, it is hard to model indi-

vidual distinct triphones with limited training data. Moreover, speech recognition for

low-resource languages suffers from the lack of training data and other language re-

sources. Although ASR techniques have made great progress in recent years, the data

scarcity problem in ASR remains to be solved.
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CHAPTER 3

MULTI-TASK LEARNING DEEP NEURAL
NETWORK

Before moving to the particular multi-task learning (MTL) methods, we introduce the

concepts and previous works on MTL. We will then illustrate our MTL formulas and

multi-task learning deep neural network (MTL-DNN), which is the fundamental ma-

chine learning model in this thesis. The basic MTL-DNN formula will be shown as

well.

3.1 Multi-task Learning (MTL)

Multi-task learning (MTL) [18] or learning to learn [50] is a machine learning approach

that aims at improving the generalization performance of a learning task by jointly

learning multiple related tasks together. It is found that if the multiple tasks are related

and if they share some internal representation, then through learning them together,

they are able to transfer knowledge to one another. As a result, the common internal

representation thus learned helps the models generalize better for future unseen data.

MTL has been an active research direction since two decades ago. There have been

papers analyzing the behavior and generalization bound of MTL theoretically. In [51],

a statistical learning theory based approach to MTL is developed and an explicit bound

on the average error of MTL is derived. The bound indicates that when many related

tasks are learned together, the number of training examples needed to achieve a desired

performance can be greatly reduced. It further shows that the parameter hypothesis

space learned from a set of related tasks can benefit novel related task in the same

environment by providing a better initial choice of the hypothesis space. [52] focuses

on the relatedness of tasks. On a data generation model, the notion of relatedness

among multiple tasks is defined in a particular way so that a tighter generalization

bound for each learning task can be derived. Precise conditions under which the MTL
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approach is guaranteed to outperform the single task learning (STL) approach are also

given.

On the other hand, Caruana’s thesis [18] takes an experimental direction to study

the effect of MTL. By a series of carefully designed experiments using backprop ar-

tificial neural networks, he tried to reveal how MTL helps learning the primary task.

Caruna postulated two requirements for related tasks to be jointly learned under the

MTL approach:

(a) the related tasks must share input features, and

(b) the related tasks must share hidden units to benefit each other when trained with

MTL-backprop.

Moreover, training related tasks together is not guaranteed to bring performance gain.

The training algorithm also plays an important role in MTL.

Assume that two tasks T1 and T2 both make use of an internal feature F (although

in different manners). The training process of each task has two targets: learning the

feature F , and learning its own way to use F . Caruana listed out some task relation-

ships which would enable MTL-backprop to learn better internal representation (or

more generalized model) of the related tasks:

(a) data amplification: For each task, MTL training increases the data sizes with

the extra information received from the training signals of the related tasks. The

data amplification effects are further classified into statistical data amplification,

sampling data amplification and blocking data amplification.

(b) eavesdropping: Assume T1 utilizes F in a simple way, while T2 utilizes it in a

way so complicated that it is difficult to learn the feature F by simply training T2

with a limited amount of data. When T1 and T2 are learned together with a shared

internal representation in an artificial neural network, T2 can eavesdrop F that T1

learns in this representation since T1 is easier to learn.

(c) attribute selection: Assume that F is a function that is defined on only a few

inputs, and most inputs have nothing to do with F , and thus for T1 and T2, they

can be ignored. With significant noises or a limited amount of training data, T1
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has problem filtering out those inputs that are irrelevant to learning F from the

high-dimensional input space. If T1 and T2 are learned together, both will better

select the inputs that are more relevant to F because more training signals for F

are now provided.

(d) representation bias: Consider the two tasks above, MTL training of the two tasks

will force the learned parameters of F to move towards the intersection area of

the two F ’s individually learned by the two tasks. The learned F is expected to

generalize better since it is satisfactory to both tasks.

(e) overfitting prevention: Suppose task T1 is easy to overfit F if it is trained individ-

ually, due to insufficient data. If T1 and T2 are trained together, T2 has chances to

save T1 from overfitting. At some time stamp of MTL backpropagation training,

when T1 gets trapped in a local optimum causing overfitting, T2 may still provide

a gradient that drives the shared feature F out of the trap.

All of the above effects can be summarized as:

(a) secondary tasks bring more training signal and extra information and

(b) joint training with secondary tasks is equivalent to adding a regularizer in the orig-

inal objective function of the primary task, which helps achieve better generaliza-

tion.

In addition, the author suggests using the outputs of secondary tasks as inputs to an-

other classifier to further improve the primary task.

More recent research on MTL has substantial interest on automatically learning the

relationships between tasks. In [53], a local constraint defined by task relationships that

are obtained in advance is added to the optimization problem. The relationships are

fixed during the training procedure. Since it is preferred to learn the relationships from

data automatically, a convex formulation for learning task relationships is derived in

[54]. It assumes that the parameters of multiple linear regression tasks have the same

matrix-variate normal distribution prior and the relationship among them is defined by

the column covariance matrix. By this way, the relationship was learned to model task

unrelatedness, positive task correlation and also negative task correlation. Later, the
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authors extended this work by combining multi-task feature selection and relationship

learning to handle high-dimensional input data. A similar work in [55] further incorpo-

rates the structure of features. Multi-task relationship learning was applied to solving

real-life tasks such as learning robot inverse dynamics, examination score prediction

and cancer tumor classification.

3.2 Multi-task Learning in ASR Using DNNs and Our
Formulas

In ASR, MTL has been applied to improving performance robustness using recurrent

neural networks [56]. It investigates training the speech enhancement task with 11

other classification tasks such as identifying the gender, the identity and the emotion

of the speaker. On the classification tasks, MTL training outperforms multicondition

training; on the speech enhancement task, it is also superior to spectral subtraction and

noisy condition.

With the recently very successful deep neural networks (DNNs), we expect that

DNNs may be used to further improve MTL performance; we call the resulting deep

neural networks MTL-DNNs. For instance, Meltzer and Droppo investigated the train-

ing of monophone models for TIMIT phone recognition together with the learning of

the phone labels, state contexts, or phone contexts [22]; significant gains were reported.

However, the work did not model triphone states directly and it is not clear if it is re-

ally better to use the triphone contexts as the secondary task in learning monophone

state posteriors in the MTL framework. MTL has also been employed successfully

to train multi-lingual DNNs [49, 57, 58] (see Section 6.1 for more details). In these

works, data from multiple languages are used in the pre-training step. Then, multiple

output layers, one for each language are added on top of it. During subsequent fine-

tuning, data from all training languages are fed through the common hidden layers but

each language keeps its own language-specific output layer. However, when a training

frame from one language is fed into the network, the units in other language’s output

layers will not be activated at all. Thus the output layers of other languages will not

be trained by this frame. Therefore, unlike the MTL work in [18] and [22], for each

input only one task is being trained, and the relatedness among the tasks are exploited
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Figure 3.1: MTL-DNN used in this thesis. Outputs, labelled as green, from multiple
separate tasks are turned “on” by an input vector. The bar on top of each output layer
represents softmax function over the activation of nodes in that output layer.

only by enforcing common weights in the hidden layers. We will follow the notation

in [57] and call these multi-lingual DNNs with shared hidden layers SHL-MDNNs.

In this thesis, we would like to apply the MTL framework to improve phone-based

acoustic models for ASR using DNNs that strictly follows Caruana’s two MTL re-

quirements. That is, for each acoustic training input, one or more related secondary

tasks are learned in parallel with the primary task of learning the phonetic models, and

the multiple tasks share the hidden layers in a DNN.

We believe that the first requirement may give better MTL performance as it allows

learning the hidden layers with constructive or destructive error gradients simultane-

ously from multiple tasks for each input; however, the requirement was not always

enforced by some previous works (e.g., SHL-MDNN [57]). In terms of task rela-

tionships, we will make use of data amplification, representation bias, and overfitting

prevention in the selection of secondary task(s), which, together with the use of early

stopping in DNN fine-tuning, will result in a more generalized acoustic model.

Fig. 3.1 shows the structure of MTL-DNN we use in this proposal. Let’s assume

there are K tasks T ⌘ {T1, T2, . . . , TK} to learn under the MTL framework. The

MTL model parameters are represented by ⇤ ⌘ {�0} [ {�1,�2, . . . ,�K}, where �0

consists of model parameters that are shared by all tasks and �k consists of model

parameters specific to only task Tk. In our case, �0 represents the shared weights from
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all hidden layers, whereas �k represents the weights in each task-specific output layer

of Tk. Without loss of generality, T1 will always be taken as the primary task, and the

rest are secondary (or extra) tasks. The training objective function E is formulated as

the weighted sum of the error functions of all the tasks as follows:

E(D,⇤) =
X

x2D

 
KX

k=1

�k Ek(x;�0,�k)

!
(3.1)

where Ek and �k are the error function and the task weight of Tk with
PK

k=1 �k = 1.0;

D is the whole set of training vectors from all tasks and x is one input vector. After

training, only the model parameters (�0 and �1) of the primary task T1 are needed, and

those of the secondary task(s) may be discarded. The key to successful application of

MTL is to identify effective related learning tasks in the context of ASR.

3.3 Summary

Multi-task learning (MTL) jointly learns multiple tasks together to improve their gen-

eralization to unseen data. The tasks should share the same input features and an

internal representation.

Multi-task learning deep neural network (MTL-DNN) is an ideal MTL model.

Multiple tasks share the hidden layers, but have their own output layers. The hid-

den layers in MTL-DNN capture the common knowledge that can be transferred from

one task to another. During training, for each training data sample, multiple output

units will be activated; therefore, there are more than one error signals for each input.

The objective function can be simply the sum of objective functions of all the tasks

involved in MTL training.
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CHAPTER 4

JOINT ACOUSTIC MODELING OF PHONE
AND GRAPHEME: INFORMATION FROM

WRITING SYSTEM

Following the guidelines in Section 1.2, we start to investigate various kinds of sec-

ondary tasks. Phones and its variants are widely used in ASR systems, but there are

other candidates that are also suitable for acoustic modeling. In Method 1, we propose

training phone and grapheme acoustic models together under the MTL framework.

We hope to exploit extra information from the writing system of a language to benefit

speech recognition.

4.1 Graphemes as Acoustic Units in ASR

Most ASR systems use phonemes or sub-phonemic units such as states in their HMM

acoustic models. Given a word or word sequence, in order to build an HMM for train-

ing or decoding, a pronunciation dictionary is used to break the orthography of a word

to its corresponding phoneme sequence. The production of such a dictionary usually

needs participation of native speaker and linguistic expert, which is impractical for

many low-resource languages in the world. For non-native developers, the process

is even more expensive and time-consuming. One way of partially automating the

development of a pronunciation dictionary is to first prepare a small seed dictionary

manually, and then bootstrap a large dictionary by applying grapheme-to-phoneme

conversion [40]. However, the quality of the primary one strongly affects the perfor-

mance of the final dictionary . If the seed dictionary is not sufficiently general to cover

all the implicit grapheme-to-phoneme relations in the language, the performance of the

overall system will not be good. Therefore, people started to investigate other units for

acoustic modeling without the need of phonetic dictionary.

Grapheme is one of the choices. It is the smallest unit used in describing the writ-

ing system of a language. [59] summarizes different categories of writing systems in
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Table 4.1: Writing systems in the world.

Category of writing system Meaning of
characters

Example

Logosyllabary Individual words or
a particular syllable

Chinese

Syllabary Particular syllables Japanese
Abjad or Consonantory Consonants Arabic
Alphabet Vowels or

consonants
European languages

Abugida A consonant
accompanied by a

specific vowel

South and Southeast Asia
languages

Featural Distinctive features
of the segment

Korean

Table 4.2: Phone transcription and grapheme transcription of words.

Word Phone sequence Grapheme sequence
CAT k ae t c a t
DOG d ao g d o g
EAT iy t e a t
GREEN g r iy n g r e e n
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the world, as listed in Table. 4.1. The authors hold a view that writing system ac-

tually preserves speech over time and distance. [44] studies graphemes in different

types of writing systems, and concludes that graphemes in Alphabet, Syllabary and

Abugida writing systems are suitable for acoustic modeling, covering a large portion

of langauges in the world.

One of the advantages of grapheme-based acoustic modeling is that it does not

need a phonetic dictionary. For example, the grapheme sequence of the English word

CAT can be simply obtained by breaking it to alphabet sequence {’c’ ’a’ ’t’}. The

phone transcriptions and grapheme transcriptions of several example English words

are showed in Table 4.2. Although the grapheme representation is not directly derived

from its speech sound, grapheme-based acoustic modeling is a promising alternative in

automatic speech recognition for languages without a good phonetic dictionary. [41]

evaluates context-dependent graphemes on German ASR, and [42] further generalizes

it to three other European languages: Dutch, Italian, and English. Grapheme-based

acoustic modeling is also adopted for multi-lingual ASR, showing improvement for

German with the multilingual acoustic models in [60]. On the issue of state tying

for trigraphemes, [61] investigates different kinds of graphemic questions in decision-

tree-based state tying on several languages and concluded that simple questions asking

only the identity of the neighboring grapheme (named as singleton questions) work

well. For low-resource languages, grapheme-based acoustic modeling was showed to

be comparable to phone-based modeling in several South African languages [45].

4.2 Joint Phone and Grapheme Acoustic Modeling by
MTL-DNN

Acoustic modeling of trigraphemes of the same language is chosen as the secondary

task in the training of its triphone acoustic models using an MTL-DNN. That is, the

two tasks in this MTL are:

T1 (primary task): posteriors of triphone senones (tied states) or monophone states

T2 (secondary task): posteriors of trigrapheme senones or monographeme states
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Figure 4.1: An MTL-DNN system for joint training of triphone and trigrapheme acous-
tic models (MTL-DNN-PG).

There are several motivations for the choice:

• although it may not be absolutely necessary, humans usually learn a language

by reading, listening, and speaking. Hence, the joint learning of phones and

graphemes is a real-life example of MTL, and we would like to repeat its success

in ASR;

• past experiences in low-resource ASR [41]–[45] show that when the two tasks

are trained individually, they give comparable recognition performance for many

languages. Thus, their joint training may benefit each other; and

• grapheme-based acoustic modeling requires no additional language resources

besides those already used by phone-based acoustic modeling. That is an impor-

tant advantage in low-resource ASR.

Fig. 4.1 shows an overview of the proposed MTL-DNN system for the joint training

of triphone and trigrapheme acoustic models; we will denote this DNN as MTL-DNN-

PG. The DNN architecture is similar to the one used in common multi-lingual ASR
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[49, 57]. Essentially two single-task learning DNNs (STL-DNNs), one for training

triphone models and the other for training trigrapheme models are merged so that their

hidden layers are shared, while each of them keeps its own output layer. The two output

layers are trained to model the posterior probabilities of triphone senones (tied states)

and trigrapheme senones respectively for the same given input acoustic frame. That is,

given an input acoustic vector x, the posterior probability of the ith triphone senone

s(1)i at the triphone output layer is computed using the following softmax function:

P (s(1)i |x;�0,�1) =
exp(y(1)i )

PN1

i0=1 exp(y
(1)
i0 )

, 8i = 1, . . . , N1, (4.1)

where y(1)i is the activation of the senone s(1)i and N1 is the total number of triphone

senones (in task T1). A similar formula may be derived for the posterior probabilities

P (s(2)i |x;�0,�2) of the N2 trigrapheme senones (in task T2). For each training frame

x, the error function of task Tk (k = 1, 2) is to minimize the following per-frame cross

entropy:

Ek(x;�0,�k) = �
NkX

i=1

d(k)i logP (s(k)i |x;�0,�k) , (4.2)

where d(k)i is the target value of the ith senone in Tk. Finally, the task errors are

weighted and summed over all training frames as described in Eq. (3.1).

The triphone and trigrapheme senones in the MTL-DNN-PG are obtained from

their corresponding tied-state GMM-HMM systems. The triphone and trigrapheme

GMM-HMMs are also utilized to obtain the frame labels and senone priors by forced

aligning the training data and development data. During MTL-DNN training, the target

values of exactly one triphone senone output unit and one trigrapheme senone output

unit will be set to 1.0 per training frame. During decoding, each senone posterior

probability is converted back to a scaled likelihood by dividing it by its prior as follows:

P (x|s(k)i ;�0,�k) /
P (s(k)i |x;�0,�k)

P (s(k)i )

. (4.3)

Afterward, Viterbi decoding is performed using either the triphone or the trigrapheme

MTL-DNN-HMM1.
1Although we start with the goal of improving a phone-based ASR system, as we will see, for some
low-resource language, a grapheme-based ASR system may perform better when the amount of train-
ing data is small.
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In fact, one may even combine the independent decisions from the triphone de-

coder and the trigrapheme decoder to get better result using, for example, ROVER [62].

Rover is a tool for combining hypothesized word outputs of multiple recognition sys-

tems and select the best scoring word sequence. In our work, for multiple word hy-

pothesis, we simply select the word with higher confidence as the final decision.

One limitation of using grapheme acoustic modeling as the secondary task is that

graphemes may not be the appropriate modeling units for all languages; graphemes are

closely related to the acoustic manifestation of alphabetic languages only. Fortunately,

the majority of languages in the world is alphabetic [44].

4.3 Analysis of Task Relationship

As is mentioned in Section 3.1, MTL training exploits extra information from sec-

ondary tasks. In the case of joint training of phone and grapheme acoustic models, the

exploited extra information is the implicit phone-to-grapheme mapping. We believe

this information is embedded in the model parameters of the learned MTL-DNN.

The hidden layers of DNN are regarded as feature extractors learned from training

data. Similarly, the hidden layers in MTL-DNN are shared feature extractors for the

two tasks during training. Take English as example. In English, the grapheme ’m’ is

always pronounced as consonant phone /m/. Since the labels for DNN training comes

from forced-alignment results by acoustic models, for training acoustic frames with a

grapheme label ’m’, their phone labels are most likely /m/. During training, when these

frames are fed into the network, the target values of phone /m/ in the phonetic output

layer, and grapheme ’m’ in the graphemic output layer will be set to 1.0 at the same

time, while for the other frames, both target values are 0. Thus the two units are trained

to have similar activations given an input acoustic frame, causing high correlation in

their parameters.

While the parameters in hidden layers are shared by all output units, let us call

those in output layers unit-specific parameters. Since these parameters are connection

weights to the nodes in the topmost hidden layer, the number of unit-specific parame-

ters that an output unit has is the same as the number of hidden nodes in the topmost

hidden layer.
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For each output unit i, concatenating these parameters together in strictly the same

order, we can obtain a vector of connection wieghts wi. We further define the correla-

tion between two output units i and j as the cosine angle of their parameter vectors:

Corrij =
wiwj

||wi||2||wj||2
(4.4)

By computing the correlation between each pair of phone and grapheme output

units, we can get a correlation matrix between the two tasks.

Figure 4.2: Triphone MTL-DNN2: Stacking an STL-MLP on top of the MTL-DNN
system of Fig. 1.

4.4 Extension 1: MTL-DNN with an STL-MLP (Tri-
phone MTL-DNN2)

We further investigate if the trigrapheme posteriors that are obtained as a by-product of

MTL may be useful features for triphone modeling when the amount of training data
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is small. In a manner similar to the use of NN tandem features in HMM training [63],

we concatenate the outputs from the shared hidden layers with the trigrapheme senone

posteriors from the well-trained MTL-DNN-PG and feed them to another STL multi-

layer perceptron (MLP) to estimate the triphone posteriors again. The MLP has only a

single hidden layer with 2048 units, and an output layer with triphone senone targets.

Back-propagation is performed to train this MLP while keeping the MTL-DNN-PG

unchanged. The corresponding system, which we call triphone MTL-DNN2, is shown

in Fig. 4.2.

4.5 Extension 2: Joint Sequence Training

Recall that in Section 2.3.3 DNN is trained by minimizing the sum of cross entropies on

all training frames, in which each acoustic frame is treated as independent data sample.

However, speech recognition is essentially a sequential labeling problem. Neighboring

acoustic frames have strong co-articulatory effects with each other. The frame-wise

criterion does not capture the very long term correlation among the target classes in an

utterance, either.

On the other hand, sequence-discriminative training better matches the perfor-

mance metric of large vocabulary speech recognition decoding by considering se-

quence constraints from the HMMs, the dictionary, and the language model. The

objective function is generally defined over all frames in the whole utterance, and is

closer to the objective of ASR: minimum insertion, deletion and substitution errors.

Since long ago, it has been an indispensable step in building state-of-the-art ASR sys-

tems that are based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) with state output probability

distributions estimated using Gaussian mixture model (GMMs). Recently, sequence-

discriminative training has been extended to DNN training using different training cri-

teria, such as minimum Bayes risk (MBR) [64], minimum phone error (MPE) [5],

maximum mutual information (MMI) [26] and boosted MMI (BMMI) [65]. For ex-

ample, the MMI criterion is

FMMI =

X

u

log

 
P (X(u)|Wp)

pP (Wp)P
W

0
p
P (X(u)|W0

p)
pP (W

0
p)

!
(4.5)

where W(u)
p is the true phonetic transcription of the utterance u; X(u)

= {x(u)
1 , x(u)

2 , ..., x(u)
Tu

}
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is its acoustic observation sequence; P (Wp) is the probability of Wp given by the

decoding word/phone/state lattice. p is the likelihood scales used in training respec-

tively. Consistent improvements are reported in both phone recognition [66] and large-

vocabulary ASR [67, 68, 69].

Despite of different objective functions, sequence training on DNN-HMM usually

starts with a DNN-HMM trained by framewise criterion, and go through the following

steps:

STEP 1 : For each training utterance, perform forced alignment using the truth tran-

scription with the current DNN-HMM to obtain the numerator lattice, which is used

to compute the numerator term in Equation 4.5;

STEP 2 : For each training utterance, perform N-best recognition with the current DNN-

HMM to obtain the denominator lattice, which is used to compute the denominator

term in Equation 4.5;

STEP 3 : Training is done one utterance by one utterance. The posterior of training

frames are computed by feeding the acoustic inputs forward through the DNN as

usual, but now the gradients for backpropagation are computed from the numerator

and denominator lattices by the Extended Baum-Welch algorithm [4].

The joint training of phone and grapheme acoustic models using an MTL-DNN de-

scribed in the previous sections is found effective [70]. Nevertheless, the optimization

criterion of minimizing the total frame-wise cross-entropies does not take into account

the correlation between neighboring frames. Since sequence-discriminative training

has been applied successfully to STL-DNN [66, 67], we would like to further inves-

tigate the effectiveness of joint sequence-discriminative training of both phone and

grapheme acoustic models using an MTL-DNN. Moreover, since it has been shown

in [67] that the various discriminative training criteria give similar performance, we

simply choose the minimum phone error (MPE) criterion for the phone-based decoder,

and the minimum grapheme error (MGE) criterion for the grapheme-based decoder.

Hence, the joint sequence-discriminative training criterion of our MTL-DNN is to

minimize the sum of phone errors and grapheme errors by optimizing the objective
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as follows:
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where W

(u)
p and W

(u)
g are the true phonetic and graphemic transcriptions of the utter-

ance u; X(u)
= {x(u)

1 , x(u)
2 , ..., x(u)

Tu
} is its acoustic observation sequence; A(Wp,W

(u)
p )

is the phonetic transcription accuracy of the utterance defined as the number of cor-

rect phone labels in W

(u)
p minus the number of errors in the hypothesis Wp; P (Wp)

is the probability of Wp given by the lattice. The graphemic transcription accuracy

A(Wg,W
(u)
g ) is defined in a similar way. p and g are the likelihood scales used in

MPE and MGE training respectively.

Taking the derivative of Fmpge w.r.t. log p(xt|s), we obtain, for the phone state s in

phone a,

@Fmpge

@ logP (x(u)
t |s)

= p�
den(u)
p,t (s)

�
¯A(u)
p (s(t) 2 Sa)� ¯A(u)
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�

where Sa is the set of states of phone a; ¯A(u)
p (⇤) is the average accuracy of all the paths

in the lattice of utterance u; ¯A(u)
p (s(t) 2 Sa) is the average accuracy of those paths

going through phone a at time t in the phone lattice; �den(u)
p,t (s) is the posterior prob-

ability that at time t the utterance u reaches state s, and is calculated by the extended

Baum-Welch algorithm using the phone denominator lattice. Similarly,

@Fmpge

@ logP (x(u)
t |s)

= g�
den(u)
g,t (s)

�
¯A(u)
g (s(t) 2 Sb)� ¯A(u)
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�

for grapheme state s in grapheme b. Note that the phone lattice and grapheme lattice

of the same utterance are disjoint.

An overview of the sequence training procedure is shown in Fig. 4.3. Firstly, an

MTL-DNN-PG is trained by minimizing the total frame-wise cross-entropies. Then

the well-trained MTL-DNN-PG is used to produce both the phone and the grapheme
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Figure 4.3: Joint sequence training of phone and grapheme MTL-DNNs.

state posteriors of each training utterance. The phone posteriors are used by the phone-

based decoder to generate the phone denominator and numerator lattices for the utter-

ance, while the grapheme state posteriors are used by the grapheme-based decoder

to generate the grapheme denominator and numerator lattices separately. Finally, the

following procedure is repeated for each utterance u in the data set:

STEP 1 : Acoustic features of the whole utterance are again fed into the MTL-DNN-

PG to produce the posteriors of the phone and grapheme states.

STEP 2 : The two phone-based and grapheme-based decoders take in the correspond-

ing state posteriors and compute the respective MPE and MGE statistics and the

required gradients using the extended Baum-Welch algorithm.

STEP 3 : The weights of the MTL-DNN-PG are updated by back-propagating the com-

bined MPE and MGE errors from the two decoders through the hidden layers to the

bottom layer.

4.6 Experiment Evaluation

The proposed joint phone and grapheme acoustic model was evaluated on three tasks.

• TIMIT English phone recognition [71] is a simple and popular English phone
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recognition benchmark to examine new ideas in ASR quickly. Grapheme is re-

garded to be inappropriate for English acoustic modeling, and it would be inter-

esting to see whether it helps the primary phone modeling task. Moreover, since

we understand English, analyzing the observations and experimental results will

be easier.

• Wall Street Journal reading speech recognition is a larger English corpora. We

would like to know if the improvement from MTL still holds when there are

enough training data or not. Moreover, different from TIMIT task, WSJ is En-

glish word recognition task.

• As theoretically MTL is more effective when data are limited, we also evaluate

the proposed method on true low-resource languages.

4.6.1 TIMIT Phone Recognition

English is notorious for the complicated relationship between its writing and pronunci-

ation. In fact, grapheme-based acoustic models perform much worse than phone-based

acoustic models in English [44]. Even though, we would like to start from TIMIT to

evaluate our proposed joint training method using MTL-DNN. Because of our bet-

ter understanding of the English language, this evaluation is also designed to verify

our claim that the proposed MTL-DNN-PG method exploits extra information in the

acoustic data — which is the implicit phone-to-grapheme mappings — to learn a more

generalized acoustic model.

4.6.1.1 The TIMIT Corpus

Table 4.3: Information of TIMIT data sets.
Data Set #Speakers #Utterances #Hours
training 462 3,696 3.14
core test 24 192 0.16

development 24 192 0.16

The DARPA TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous Speech Corpus (TIMIT - Texas

Instruments (TI) and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)) [71] contains speech
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of American English speakers of different sexes and dialects. Both phonemically

and lexically transcriptions are provided. The speech data were recorded using a

Sennheiser close-talking microphone at 16 kHz rate with 16 bit sample resolution,

from 8 major dialect regions of the United States in 1980s. The collection process of

the speech data is prompted carefully to be phonetically-balanced. Even after decades,

it is still a standard experiment database for both the speech recognition and speaker

recognition communities. One reason is that each utterance is phonetically hand la-

belled and provided with codes for speaker number, gender and dialect region. More-

over, it is small and thus convenient to quickly test new approaches.

The standard NIST training set consisting of 3,696 utterances from 462 speakers

was used for training, whereas the standard core test set consisting of 192 utterances

spoken by 24 speakers was used for evaluation. The development set is part of the

complete test set, consisting of 192 utterances spoken by 24 speakers. Speakers in the

training, development, and test sets do not overlap. Details of the data sets are listed in

Table. 4.3.

We followed the standard experimentation on TIMIT and collapsed the original 61

phonetic labels in the corpus into a set of 48 phones for acoustic modeling; the latter

were further collapsed into the standard set of 39 phones for error reporting. Moreover,

the glottal stop [q] was ignored.

HMM-based recognition systems were built using the proposed two MTL-DNN

training methods, and they are compared with two kinds of baseline systems: GMM-

HMMs and STL-DNN-HMMs.

4.6.1.2 GMM-HMM Baselines

Acoustic models of all phone-based and grapheme-based baseline systems were strictly

left-to-right 3-state continuous-density hidden Markov models (HMMs). HMM state

emission probabilities were modeled by Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) with at

most 16 components. The GMM-HMMs were trained using maximum-likelihood es-

timation with 39-dimensional PLP acoustic feature vectors extracted at every 10ms

over a window of 25ms from the training utterances. Moreover, states were tied using

phonetic decision trees and the optimal number of tied states (senones) were deter-

mined using the development data set.
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In the phone-based system, there were altogether 15,546 cross-word triphone HMMs

based on 48 base phones and 587 senones. Phone recognition was performed with a

phone bigram LM that was trained only from the TIMIT training transcriptions, and it

has a perplexity of 16.44 on the core test set. The grapheme-based system made use of

the 26 English alphabets plus the silence symbol as the graphemic labels. Its GMM-

HMMs had altogether 760 senones. A grapheme bigram LM was estimated from the

training transcriptions, and it has a perplexity of 22.79 on the core test set — which is

very high given that there are only 26 letters to recognize!

4.6.1.3 DNN Baseline System

It is a shared view in [72] that filter-bank acoustic features perform better than PLP and

MFCC features in DNN-HMM. Therefore, the acoustic features using in our DNN-

based TIMIT experiments consist of the first 40 filter-bank coefficients, including c0,

and their first- and second-order derivatives. Thus the total dimension of feature vector

is 123.

Single-task learning (STL) DNNs were trained to classify the central frame of each

15-frame acoustic context window. Feature vectors in the window were concatenated.

All DNNs in our experiments are multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) with 4 hidden layers

and 2048 nodes per layer. The weights of the hidden layers were initialized by unsu-

pervised pre-training a deep belief network (DBN) of the same architecture [28]. The

DBN was built by stacking layers of restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) on top

of one another, and the RBMs were trained one layer at a time. During pre-training,

the mini-batch size was kept at 128 (input vectors), and a momentum of 0.5 was em-

ployed at the beginning which was then grown to 0.9 after 5 iterations. For Gaussian-

Bernoulli RBMs, training kept going for 220 epochs with a learning rate of 0.002,

while Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBMs were trained for 100 iterations with a learning rate of

0.02. After pre-training, a softmax layer was added on top of the DBN to obtain the

final DNN. The softmax output layers consisted of monophone and/or monographeme

states as it is usually found that the use of context-dependent monophones does not

give performance gain in DNN-HMM systems for TIMIT. The DNN is now a typi-

cal feed-forward MLP and was trained by standard stochastic gradient descent. The

targets were derived from the senones of the respective GMM-HMM baseline mod-
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els. The whole network was fine-tuned with a learning rate starting at 0.02 which was

subsequently halved when performance gain on the validation set was less than 0.5%.

Training continued for at least 10 iterations and was stopped when the classification

error rate on the development set started to increase. It should be noted that the same

DBN can be used to initialize both the triphone STL-DNN and the trigrapheme STL-

DNN; they only differ in their output softmax layer.

Standard Viterbi algorithm was used for decoding in all experiments using a bigram

language model (LM). All system parameters such as the grammar factor and insertion

penalty were tuned using the development data.

4.6.1.4 MTL-DNN Training for Joint Phone & Grapheme Modeling

A single MTL-DNN, labelled as MTL-DNN-PG, was trained to estimate the posterior

probabilities of both triphone and trigrapheme senones of the language. The construc-

tion of the MTL-DNN-PG is very similar to that of an STL-DNN. Firstly, the weights

in its hidden layers were initialized by the weights of the same DBN of the corre-

sponding STL-DNNs. But now the output layer in the MTL-DNN-PG consists of two

separate softmax layers: one for the primary task and one for the secondary task. For

each training sample, two error signals — one from each task’s softmax layer — were

propagated back to the hidden layers. Thus, the learning rate of the hidden layers was

set to half of the original one, while that of the output layer remains the same. Other-

wise, the training procedure was the same as that of STL-DNN. In addition, the task

weights were set to 0.5 for both tasks as other values did not make much difference in

our preliminary experiments.

4.6.1.5 Sequence Training of DNNs

STL-DNN or MTL-DNN trained by minimizing the total frame-wise cross-entropies

was employed to generate the numerator and denominator lattices for its own sequence

training. The denominator lattice were obtained by performing 30-best recognition

using the HTK toolkit. Afterwards, sequence training was performed on top of the

well-trained STL-DNN or MTL-DNN by following the procedure described in Section

3.4. It was empirically found that sequence training of STL-DNN might well be started
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with a small global learning rate of 1e-5, but sequence training of MTL-DNN required

a larger learning rate of 1e-4 to start. This may indicate that the parameter update

of joint sequence training of MTL-DNN is more stable so that a larger learning rate

may be used. Training continued for at least 5 iterations with learning rate halving,

and stopped if no further improvement was observed. In joint sequence training, the

likelihood scales and insertion penalties of both tasks were tuned to obtain the least

phone error rate on the development set.

During decoding, the insertion penalty was fixed to 0 and the grammar factor was

fixed to 1 for all DNN systems.

Figure 4.4: The relationship matrix between phone weight vectors (abscissa) and
grapheme weight vectors (ordinate) in the MTL-DNN-PG trained on TIMIT.

4.6.1.6 Results and Discussions

Results on the core test set are summarized in Table 4.4.

• We may see that English grapheme recognition is far more difficult than English

phone recognition with more than 10% higher error rate. This is expected in

English when the estimated grapheme bigram has a perplexity of 22.79; that

means the LM does not help much in TIMIT grapheme recognition.
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Table 4.4: TIMIT: Recognition performance in terms of phone error rate (PER) and
grapheme error rate (GER).

State Model PER (%) GER (%)

GMM 28.20 42.64
STL-DNN 21.88 38.11

STL-DNN (MPE/MGE) 21.37 37.14
MTL-DNN-PG 21.29 36.70

MTL-DNN-PG (MPGE) 20.78 36.02
Baseline DNN in [73] 22.10 -
Baseline DNN in [22] 21.63 -

Best result by LSTM [15] 17.7 -

• The STL-DNN-HMM system again outperforms the GMM-HMM system by

a large margin — 22.4% relative in phone recognition2 and 10.6% relative in

grapheme recognition.

• Using grapheme acoustic modeling as a secondary task in MTL-DNN-PG train-

ing again helps improve the English phone models and lowers the PER by 2.70%

relative. The PER reduction obtained in TIMIT is similar to the WER reduction

obtained in Sesotho and siSwati. Thus, we conclude that grapheme acoustic

modeling can be a good secondary MTL task for training phone models even

for languages in which the relationship between graphemes and phones is not

strong.

• To visualize the relationship between the trained English monophone posteriors

and grapheme posteriors, we compute the cosines of the angles between any two

weight vectors in the output layers — one from the monophone output layer and

one from the monographeme layer as Equation 4.4. The results are plotted as a

relationship matrix in Fig. 4.4 in gray scale; a darker cell indicates a stronger re-

lationship between the corresponding phoneme and grapheme. The relationships

described in the matrix generally agree well with what we expect. For example,

according to Fig. 4.4, the letter ‘c’ is mostly related to the phonemes [k] and

[s], while the letter ‘f’ is mostly related to the phonemes [f], [v] and [th], and so

2Our DNN baseline result is comparable with others. For example, one Microsoft group recently
reported a PER of 21.63% [22] though a stronger baseline of 20.7% was reported by Hinton’s group
in [29].
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forth. The figure provides some evidence that the MTL-DNN-PG encodes the

grapheme-to-phoneme mappings in English.

• Both STL-DNNs are further improved by sequence-discriminative training. MPE

training reduces the PER by 0.51% absolute, which is close to the results of MMI

training in [66].

• Joint sequence-discriminative training of MTL-DNN-PG gives the best phoneme

recognition performance. The absolute gain is 1.10% (or relatively 5.0%) when

compared to the STL-DNN baseline, and 0.51% (or relatively 2.4%) when com-

pared to the MTL-DNN-PG trained on minimizing the frame-wise cross-entropy.

4.6.2 WSJ0 Reading Speech Recognition

MTL is known to be more effective when there is limited amount of data, but there is

no reason why it may not be applied to a larger ASR task with adequate training data.

Here we further evaluate MTL-DNN-PG on the Wall Street Journal speech recognition

task (WSJ0) with a larger training set than TIMIT.

4.6.2.1 Speech Corpus and Experimental Setup

Table 4.5: Information of WSJ data sets.
Data Set #Speakers #Utterances #Hours

SI84 83 7,138 15
si dt 05 10 410 0.8
Nov’92 8 330 0.7

The ARPA WSJ corpus contains samples of continuously read texts from the Wall

Street Journal publications and provides training and test materials for speaker-independent

continuous ASR in American English. Speech data used in our experiments are recorded

in a clean environment using close microphones at 16 kHz rate with 16 bit sample

resolution in 1993. It has different vocabulary size setting ranging from 5K to 20K,

depending on different subtasks. Standard bigram and trigram language models are

provided by D. Paul from MIT Lincoln Lab.
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The standard WSJ0 [74] SI-84 training set with 15 hours of speech was used for

acoustic modeling. Evaluation was performed on the standard Nov92 5K vocabulary

non-verbalized test set, and the si dt 05 data set was used as the development set for

tuning system parameters. All the data are reading news speech. Evaluation was per-

formed with both bigram and trigram language models trained from the transcription

of the training data by the SRILM toolkit [75].

4.6.2.2 Acoustic Modeling

Steps and configurations of feature extraction, GMM-HMM training, and DNN-HMM

training are exactly the same as those in the TIMIT task. Different from TIMIT experi-

ments, we use senone (tied-state) as DNN output, and extract MFCC features from the

data. Triphone GMM-HMMs with 1254 tied-states and 32 Gaussian mixtures per state

was found to be optimal, while the best number of tied-states for trigrapheme acoustic

modeling is 1489.

Table 4.6: WSJ0: WERs (%) of various systems. Figures in [ ] are WER reductions
(%) over the phonetic GMM-HMM baseline.

State Model Units Bigram Trigram

GMM triphones 6.7 4.2
trigraphemes 12.9 9.6

STL-DNN triphones 5.1 [23.9] 3.2 [23.8]
trigraphemes 8.6 6.5

MTL-DNN-PG triphones only 4.5 [32.8] 2.7 [35.7]
trigraphemes only 7.7 5.8

Best result in Kaldi [76] triphone - 3.5

4.6.2.3 Results and Discussions

Table 4.6 lists the results on the Nov92 test set. The results clearly showed that when

other experimental settings are the same:

• Trigram LM outperforms bigram LM by ⇠ 35% overall;

• STL-DNN outperforms GMM by ⇠ 24% ;
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• Phone-based acoustic modeling outperforms grapheme-based acoustic modeling

by more than 40%!

However, similar to what is observed on the TIMIT phone recognition task, even

though trigrapheme acoustic modeling is far inferior to triphone modeling for English,

training the two tasks together using our MTL-DNN-PG method benefits both of them,

reducing the WER of triphone STL-DNN by 15.6% (11.8%) with trigram (bigram)

language model. Meanwhile the grapheme-based modeling tasks are significantly im-

proved. It is encouraging that the proposed method works on larger English task,

especially under the condition that the baseline system already has a low word error

rate.

4.6.3 Lwazi Low-resource Speech Recognition

MTL techniques are believed to be more prominent on smaller training set, and previ-

ous study on grapheme-based modeling show it is comparable to or even better than

phone-based modeling on many low-resource languages. Therefore, we lastly move

to real low-resource speech recognition tasks, which have only a few hours of training

data and poor phonetic dictionary, and expect the proposed MTL method will relieve

the data scarcity problem.

4.6.3.1 The Lwazi Speech Corpus

The Lwazi project was set up to develop a telephone-based speech-driven information

system in South Africa. In the project, the Lwazi ASR corpus [77] was collected over

a telephone channel from approximately 200 native speakers for each of the 11 offi-

cial languages in South Africa. Each speaker produced approximately 30 utterances, in

which 16 of them are phonetically balanced read speech and the remainders are elicited

short words such as answers to open questions, answers to yes/no questions, spelt

words, dates, and numbers. A 5,000-word pronunciation dictionary was also created

for each language, which covers only the most common words in the language. Thus,

for the phone-based experiments, the DictionaryMaker software [78] was used to gen-

erate dictionary entries for the uncovered words in the corpus. DictionaryMaker took

each of the latter as a seed dictionary and extracted a set of grapheme-to-phoneme con-
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version rules for the language to generate the pronunciations of the uncovered words.

These automatically generated pronunciations were directly used without any modifi-

cations.

Table 4.7: Number of phonemes and graphemes of 3 South African languages and the
test-set perplexities of their LMs.

Language #Phonemes #Graphemes LM Perplexity

Afrikaans 37 31 11.18
Sesotho 41 25 19.69
siSwati 41 25 10.94
Universal set 67 30 -

Table 4.8: Details of various Lwazi data sets. OOV means “out-of-vocabulary” and
“-S” means “small training set”.

Data Set #Spkr #Utt Dur(hr) Vocab OOV

Afrikaans:
Train-S 160 1,195 0.82 1,159 —
Train 160 4,784 3.37 1,513 —
Dev 20 600 — 870 0.89%
Eval 20 599 — 876 0.97%
Sesotho:
Train-S 162 1,206 1.43 1,513 —
Train 162 4,826 5.70 2,360 —
Dev 20 600 — 1,096 1.86%
Eval 20 601 — 1,089 2.29%
siSwati:
Train-S 156 580 1.02 1,833 —
Train 156 4,643 8.38 4,645 —
Dev 20 599 — 1,889 6.14%
Eval 20 596 — 1,851 4.53%

Three languages were selected from the corpus in our evaluations. They are Afrikaans,

Sesotho, and siSwati. Afrikaans is a Low Franconian, West Germanic language, orig-

inated from Dutch; Sesotho is a Southern Bantu language, closely related to other

languages in the Sotho-Tswana language group; SiSwati is also a Southern Bantu lan-

guage, but is more closely related to the Nguni language group. Thus, the three cho-

sen languages come from different language families. The numbers of phonemes and
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graphemes in the three languages and the size of the corresponding universal phoneme

and grapheme sets are shown in Table 4.7. Since the corpus does not define an offi-

cial training, development, and test set for each language, we followed the partitions

used in [45]. In addition, in order to evaluate the efficacy of MTL in the scenarios

where acoustic data is scarce, smaller data sets consisting of approximately one hour

of speech were further created by randomly sampling from the full training set of each

language. Care had been taken to ensure that there are roughly the same number of

utterances for each speaker. Details of the various data sets are listed in Table 4.8. An

LM was trained for each language using only the transcriptions in the training set of

its language. The test-set perplexities of these LMs are given in Table 4.7.

4.6.3.2 DNN Systems

The experimental setup and procedure used to build the various models were very

similar to the ones in TIMIT experiments. Since the data in the corpus are recorded

in noisy channel, speaker-based cepstral mean subtraction and variance normalization

were applied to the extracted PLP features before they were used.

Table 4.9: Lwazi: WERs (%) of MONO-LINGUAL systems trained on the full train-
ing sets. Figures in ( ) are #senones and figures in [ ] are WER reductions (%) over the
phonetic GMM-HMM baseline.

State Model Units Afrikaans Sesotho siSwati

GMM triphones 9.3 (641) 24.4 (741) 20.2 (339)
trigraphemes 10.6 (728) 24.3 (543) 20.0 (931)

STL-DNN triphones 7.2 [22.6] 20.1 [17.6] 18.0 [10.9]
trigraphemes 8.0 20.4 18.2

MTL-DNN-PG triphones only 6.4 [31.2] 19.5 [20.1] 17.5 [13.4]
trigraphemes only 7.6 19.8 18.0

ROVER: triphone STL-DNN 6.7 [28.0] 19.7 [19.3] 17.4 [13.9]+ trigrapheme STL-DNN
ROVER: MTL-DNN triphones 6.2 [33.3] 19.3 [20.9] 17.0 [15.8]+ same MTL-DNN trigraphemes
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Table 4.10: Lwazi: WERs (%) of MONO-LINGUAL systems trained on ⇠1-hour
small training sets. Figures in ( ) are #senones and figures in [ ] are WER reductions
(%) over the phonetic GMM-HMM baseline.

State Model Units Afrikaans Sesotho siSwati

GMM triphones 12.5 (514) 30.0 (722) 27.1 (271)
trigraphemes 14.5 (210) 27.7 (324) 24.6 (243)

STL-DNN triphones 9.5 [24.0] 23.1 [23.0] 21.4
trigraphemes 11.8 23.5 19.8 [26.9]

MTL-DNN-PG triphones only 8.9 [28.8] 22.1 [26.3] 20.6
trigraphemes only 11.3 23.1 18.9 [30.3]

triphone MTL-DNN2 8.7 [30.4] 21.9 [27.0] 18.8 [30.6]
ROVER: triphone STL-DNN 9.2 [26.4] 22.4 [25.3] 19.3 [28.8]+ trigrapheme STL-DNN

ROVER: MTL-DNN triphones 8.7 [30.4] 21.8 [27.3] 18.4 [32.1]+ same MTL-DNN trigraphemes

4.6.3.3 Results and Discussions

The evaluation was first performed using the full training data set of each language, and

then repeated with the reduced training sets to investigate the effect of limited amount

of training data on MTL. The recognition performances of the MTL-DNN-PGs are

compared with the corresponding GMM-HMM baselines, STL-DNN baselines, and

the ROVER integration (using maximum confidence) of the triphone and trigrapheme

STL-DNNs, as well as the ROVER integration of the triphone models and trigrapheme

models derived from the MTL-DNN-PGs, and they are listed in Table 4.9 and Table

4.10. We have the following observations:

• For all the three languages, when the full training data sets were used for acoustic

modeling, both triphone and trigrapheme GMM-HMMs give similar recognition

performance. Similar findings were reported in [42] and [43] though the latter

used larger amounts of training data (8–80 hours) than what are available in

the Lwazi corpus (3–8 hours). Among the three languages, the GMM-HMMs

perform the best in Africaans and the worst in Sesotho even though the amount

of training data is the least in Africaans and the highest in siSwati. The results

may be partly explained by the highest LM perplexity in Sesotho. Moreover, it

probably means that the acoustic manifestations of the phones and graphemes in
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Africaans are less confusable.

• When the training data sets were reduced to about an hour, the recognition per-

formance in all three languages drops as expected. However, trigrapheme mod-

els start to outperform the triphone models in siSwati and Sesotho. One reason

may be that there are much fewer graphemes than phonemes in the two lan-

guages: the ratio is 1:1.6 in these two languages but is 1:1.2 in Africaans. Thus,

the trigrapheme models were better trained than the triphone models with the

smaller amount of data. In fact, the better performance disappears when the full

training set was used. The finding again supports the use of graphemic acoustic

models in low-resource ASR.

Table 4.11: Number of model parameters when the models were estimated using the
reduced data sets (in millions). Models in last 5 rows will be described in next chapter.

State Model Units Afrikaans Sesotho siSwati

GMM triphones 0.650 0.913 0.343
trigraphemes 0.265 0.410 0.307

STL-DNN triphones 14.8 15.3 14.3
trigraphemes 14.2 14.4 14.3

MTL-DNN-PG 15.3 15.9 14.8

SHL-MDNN triphones 16.9
trigraphemes 15.4

ML-MTL-DNN-UPS 17.2
ML-MTL-DNN-UGS 15.6

ML-MTL-DNN-UPS-UGS 19.0

• All phone-based and grapheme-based STL-DNN-HMMs outperform their GMM-

HMM counterparts by 9–25% relative in the full training sets, and 15–24% rel-

ative in the reduced training sets. The amount of performance gains are typical

in large-vocabulary ASR (e.g., [31]) and here we show that such gains can also

be obtained in low-resource ASR. This is surprising given that the number of

model parameters in STL-DNNs is generally much greater than that in GMMs.

Table 4.11 shows the number of model parameters3 in the various kinds of state

models estimated using the reduced training data sets in the three languages. It
3The figures do not include HMM transition probabilities but only parameters describing HMM state
probability distributions.
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can be seen that the STL-DNNs are bigger than the GMMs by more than an

order of magnitude. We attribute the robust estimation of the large number of

DNN parameters to the effective initialization of the DNN weights by the corre-

sponding pre-trained DBN and/or the effective discriminative fine-tuning of the

parameters by back-propagation without overfitting them.

• After MTL was applied to jointly training the triphone and trigrapheme posteri-

ors in a single MTL-DNN, compared with the corresponding STL-DNN, word

error rates (WERs) were further reduced by 3–9% absolute in the full set and 3–

5% absolute in the reduced set. Consistent performance gain is observed for both

the larger and smaller training sets, and in both the primary and secondary tasks.

The results show that MTL benefits learning of not only the primary task but also

the secondary task, and it is still effective with even an hour of training speech.

Furthermore, the gains are obtained with no additional language resources.

• The triphone models derived from the MTL-DNN-PGs even outperform the

ROVER integration of the corresponding triphone and trigrapheme STL-DNNs

(except for the case of using the reduced set in siSwati where the trigrapheme

models derived from the MTL-DNN-PG is better). This shows that knowledge

transfer between multiple learning tasks can be done more effectively by MTL

than ROVER integration. Nevertheless, ROVER may still take advantage of any

complementary residual errors made by the triphone and trigrapheme models

derived separately from the MTL-DNN-PGs and gives the best recognition per-

formance by integrating them. At the end, the best results reduce the WERs of

the GMM-HMM baselines by 16–33% relative in the full training set and 27–

32% relative in the reduced training set.

• Triphone MTL-DNN2 trained with the reduced small training set , which is a

simple extension of the basic MTL-DNN with the addition of another STL-MLP,

gives a performance that is almost as good as the ROVER integration of the tri-

phone and trigrapheme MTL-DNN-PGs, even on siSwati where triphone DNNs

are inferior to the corresponding trigrapheme DNNs.

To see the generalization effect of MTL-DNN-PG training, we look at the frame

classification errors over both the reduced training and development data sets after
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Figure 4.5: Frame classification error rates of STL- and MTL-DNN on the Lwazi
training and development sets of Sesotho during back-propagation.

each back-propagation epoch during both STL-DNN training and MTL-DNN training.

The results for Sesotho are plotted in Fig. 4.5; similar behaviors are also found for

Afrikaans and siSwati. The plots clearly show that although MTL-DNN-PG training

converges to a worse local optimum than STL-DNN training for the training data, it

performs better on the unseen development set. Thus, we may conclude that the extra

grapheme acoustic modeling task really provides a representation bias to a better local

optimum which generalizes better for unseen data.

4.7 Summary

This chapter illustrates the first MTL method we propose for ASR — joint training of

phone and grapheme acoustic models using MTL-DNN. We believe that MTL-DNN

learns the implicit phone-to-grapheme mapping, and we analyze the model to verify

our assumption in the experiments. Two extensions are further proposed to improve

the performance. One of them is to use outputs of the secondary task in the MTL-DNN

as the inputs to another MLP to train the primary task, following the suggestion in [18].
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The other one is to adopt sequence training criteria of STL-DNN to MTL-DNN.

Consistent experimental results on TIMIT English phone recognition, WSJ0 read-

ing English speech recognition and recognition of three low-resource South African

languages demonstrate that, by sharing the hidden layers, both tasks get improved

compared to STL training. Analysis of task relationship embedded in the parameters

of the MTL-DNN confirms our claim that MTL-DNN learns the implicit phone-to-

grapheme mapping.
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CHAPTER 5

DISTINCT TRIPHONE ACOUSTIC
MODELING: MORE CONTEXTUAL

INFORMATION

The second method presented in this thesis aims at solving a common data scarcity

problem in ASR — robustly modeling of a huge number of distinct context-dependent

acoustic units.

Most modern DNN-based ASR systems employ tied-states as the acoustic units.

Although state tying reduces the amount of data needed to estimate triphones by shar-

ing their parameters, triphones states tied together are indistinguishable during decod-

ing. With fixed amount of training data, detailed acoustic modeling and robust esti-

mation look contradictory: the more detailed granularity of acoustic units we use, the

fewer training data that an individual acoustic unit has, causing overfitting easily. Is

it possible to fulfill both requirements? We propose the concept of robust distinct tri-

phone modeling to model context variability as detailed as possible without sacrificing

generalization to unseen data. Starting from a common well-trained tied-state system,

we try to boost the number of acoustic units and model parameters, while sharing as

few parameters of distinct triphone states with tied-states as possible.

5.1 Previous Works using GMM-HMM

Despite of the success of state tying, researchers keep exploring better methods for

context-dependent acoustic modeling. There have been approaches addressing the

quantization error brought by state tying for GMM-HMM, such as:

• Triphone-By-Decomposition [79]

The basic idea of the triphone-by-decomposition approach is to estimate param-

eters of triphones from models with less contextual information. For example,

in model interpolation [80], the state distribution of a triphone is represented as
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a linear interpolation of its ML esitmate and the state distributions from its cor-

responding left and right context-dependent models, and optionally the context-

independent model. In quasi-triphones [81], the first state of a three-state tri-

phone only depends on the triphone’s left context, and the last state only depends

on the right context, while the middle state is assumed to be totally context-

independent. Back-off acoustic modeling [82] is a more recent method borrow-

ing the idea from back-off language modeling to acoustic modeling. It combines

the score of a triphone with those from triphones estimated under broad phonetic

class contexts.

• Basis Approach [83]

In basis approach, usually one or more bases are derived and then model pa-

rameters are represented as a combination of the basis functions or vectors so

that the number of parameters to estimate is greatly reduced. Semi-continuous

hidden Markov model (SCHMM) [84] and subspace Gaussian mixture model

(SGMM) [85] represent state probabilities using a pool of Gaussians, while the

bases in Bayesian sensing HMM [86] are sets of state-dependent basis vectors.

The eigentriphone method [87] follows the eigenface [88] and eigenvoice [89]

concepts in computer vision and speaker adaptation. For each cluster of untied

triphone states, a set of Eigentriphones is first derived as the basis by weighted

PCA. Then, each triphone state in the cluster is projected into the space spanned

by it using regularized maximum likelihood decomposition (MLED). By this

way, each triphone state has a set of unique parameters which enhances discrim-

ination of the acoustic models so that the modeling power of tied-state systems

is improved.

Table 5.1: Relationship between the four methods for distinct triphone modeling and
speaker adaptation.

Basis Distinct Triphone Modeling Speaker adaptation
Eigenvectors Eigentriphone Eigenvoice [89]
Reference vectors Reference model weighting Reference speaker weighting [90]

In this section, we first illustrate our previous reference model weighting (RMW)

method for GMM-HMM before we apply the same idea to DNN-HMM. RMW is
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motivated by reference speaker weighting (RSW) in the speaker adaptation problem.

Its relationship with eigentriphone method, is analogical to the relationship between

eigenvoice and RSW in speaker adaptation. All of the four methods lsited in Table

5.1 aim at robustly estimating GMM parameters given a small amount of training or

adaptation data, by projecting the GMM parameter supervectors to a lower dimensional

space spanned by a set of basis, so that the number of parameters to estimate is reduced

a lot. Similar to eigentriphone, RMW seeks robust distinct triphone modeling over

tied-state systems, but the process of deriving the bases and projecting triphone states

into the lower dimensional space is much more straightforward.

Reference model weighting can be applied over any group of context-dependent

acoustic units such as triphones from the same base phone. In [87], the cluster-

based eigentriphone modeling (ETM) is found to outperform the model-based and

state-based ETM methods. Therefore we follow the application of cluster-based ETM

method and apply RMW over clusters of states. The leaf nodes in the same state-tying

tree are chosen as state clusters. For a given task, a development set of speech data

will be used to determine the optimal choice of nodes empirically using the method de-

scribed in Section 2.5. Although the nodes selected for conventional tied-state HMMs

and cluster-based RMW come from the same phonetic decision tree, they need not be

the same for the two procedures.

Based on the state clustering results, a conventional tied-state triphone HMM sys-

tem is first trained as usual. Each triphone model is a 3-state left-to-right HMM, and

each state is an M -component GMM. Then the selected nodes are regarded as state

clusters, and for each state cluster q we repeat the following procedure to find the ref-

erence states and to project the member states as a linear combination of the reference

states.

STEP 1 : Clone the tied-state GMM to all the member states which have at least 3

training samples in the state cluster q. From now on the parameters of the triphone

states are not tied any more.

STEP 2 : Re-estimate only the Gaussian means of the cloned triphone states in STEP

1. At the same time, collect the zeroth- and first-order statistics on the training data

of each Gaussian component m of state j in state cluster q — that is, its soft occupa-
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tion count,
P

t �qjm(t), and its mean vector,
P

t �qjm(t)xt, where xt is the acoustic

vector at frame t. Furthermore, the soft occupation count for each state j may be

computed by summing up the occupation counts of all its mixture components as
P

t

P
m �qjm(t). We will call the resulting system the untied triphone state (UTS)

HMM system.

STEP 3 : Based on a threshold ✓ on the occupation count, split the member states of

the cluster ⌦q into two groups: the frequent state set ⌦F
q and the infrequent state set

⌦

I
q .

STEP 4 : Stack up the M Gaussian means {µqjm,m = 1, . . . ,M} of state j in the

frequent state set ⌦F
q according to their order in the original tied-state GMM onto

a Gaussian mean supervector vqj ⌘ [µ0
qj1 ,µ

0
qj2 , · · · ,µ0

qjM ]

0. In addition, a Gaus-

sian mean supervector vq0 is constructed similarly for the tied state which will be

indexed by j = 0.

STEP 5 : Form the set of reference models, or more specifically, the reference state

supervectors, ⌦R
q , using the mean supervectors from the tied state and the frequent

states. That is, ⌦R
q ⌘ {vqj : j = 0 [ j 2 ⌦

F
q }.

STEP 6 : Take the set of reference state supervectors ⌦R
q as a basis, and assume that all

infrequent state supervectors of cluster q lie in the vector space spanned by the basis.

Let Bq = [vq0 vqj1 · · · vqjKq
] be the matrix of the basis vectors, where jk 2 ⌦

F
q

and Kq = |⌦F
q | is the number of the reference models in cluster q. The Gaussian

mean supervector vqi of each infrequent state i 2 ⌦

I
q is modeled as

vqi =

X

j2⌦R
q

wqijvqj = Bqwqi (5.1)

where wqi = [1 wqij1 · · · wqijKq
]

0 is the (interpolation) weight vector of the infre-

quent state i. Note that the weight for the tied-state mean supervector vq0 is fixed to

1; vq0 is treated as a bias for the estimation of vqi.

STEP 7 : Estimate the weight vector wqi by maximizing the following log-likelihood
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L(wqi) of its training data after removing all the irrelevant terms:

�
X

t,m

�qim(t)(xt � µqim)
0
C

�1
qm(xt � µqim) (5.2)

where Cqm is the covariance matrix of the mth Gaussian component of the original

tied state that corresponds to state cluster q.

STEP 8 : Substitute Eqn. (5.1) to Eqn. (5.2) and take its first order derivative. Setting

the derivative to zero, we have

X

t,m

�qim(t)B
0
qmC

�1
qm(xt �Bqmwqi) = 0

) wqi =

"
X

m

 
X

t

�qim(t)

!
B

0
qmC

�1
qmBqm

#�1

"
X

m

 
X

t

�qim(t)xt

!
B

0
qmC

�1
qm

#
(5.3)

where Bqm is the sub-matrix of Bq when only the rows corresponding to the mth

Gaussian component of the reference mean supervectors are considered.

During the estimation process, only the Gaussian means of the infrequent states are

re-estimated. The other HMM parameters such as the Gaussian covariances, transition

probabilities, and mixture weights are not updated; that is, they are the same as the

baseline tied-state HMMs. Meanwhile, unseen triphones are still tied.

In STEP 3 of the basic procedure, one has to classify a state as frequent or infre-

quent based on a fixed threshold ✓ on its occupation count. Such hard decision does

not take into account the wide distribution of occupation counts among the states. In

addition, it is more logical to put more weight to reference models/states that are better

trained with more data.

Hence the RMW procedure is further enhanced by

• using all states as reference states, and the mean vectors of all of them are re-

estimated using Eqn. (5.1). Thus, the hard binary decision of frequent or infre-

quent states is avoided.
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• penalizing the likelihood function with the addition of a regularization term that

varies according to the occupation counts of the states: greater penalty for states

with small counts and smaller penalty for states with large counts. The regular-

ization term is necessary, otherwise the re-estimated model will degenerate to

the untied-state HMM due to the maximum likelihood principle.

The following penalized log likelihood function was tried:

ˆL(wqi) = L(wqi)�
X

k2⌦q

�

2

P
t,m �qim(t)

||wqik||2 (5.4)

where � is the regularization parameter. The closed-form solution is given by

wqi =

"
X

m

 
X

t

�qim(t)

!
B

0
qmC

�1
qmBqm +R

#�1

"
X

m

 
X

t

�qim(t)xt

!
B

0
qmC

�1
qm

#
(5.5)

where R is a diagonal matrix, and

R =

�P
t,m �qim(t)

· I|⌦q |⇥|⌦q | .

5.2 Distinct Triphone Acoustic Modeling by MTL-DNN

For DNN-HMM, we investigate distinct triphone acoustic modeling under the multi-

task learning (MTL) framework. Phonetic units of different granularities are jointly

trained within a single acoustic model simultaneously. We show that reference model

weighting on DNN is equivalent to inserting an extra linear layer, and the outputs are

further combined in this layer to achieve best performance. The proposed methods

can be readily applied on top of any already trained tied-state GMM-HMM or DNN-

HMM ASR systems for further improvement, thus benefit from synthesizing unseen

triphones by the phonetic regression tree.
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Figure 5.1: The MTL-DNN-DTM used for the joint training of monophone states,
senones (or tied states) and distinct triphone states (DTS). The horizon bars represent
the softmax activation.

5.2.1 Joint Training of Different Kinds of Acoustic Units

Due to the large number of distinct triphone states (DTS) in common tasks (when

compared with the number of tied states or senones), standard single-task learning

(STL) of DNNs does not work well, resulting in overfit models with poor recognition

performance on unseen test data. Regularization is required, and in this thesis, we

investigate the use of highly related task(s) as the regularizer(s) under the framework

of multi-task learning of DNN. The resulting networks will be called MTL-DNNs.

Our approach again strictly follows Caruana’s two MTL requirements as the two MTL

methods in Chapter 3 and 4: for each training frame, multiple output units are activated

and multiple tasks are learned in paralle; the tasks share the same acoustic observations

and all hidden layers in a DNN.

Section 1.2 suggests a heuristic guideline to select the extra task(s) for a primary

task in MTL: select task(s) that may exploit extra information from the training data

of the primary task. Here, senone modeling is taken as the primary task T1, and the

following two extra tasks are selected for its MTL training: DTS modeling task T2, and

monophone states modeling task T3. The three tasks are obviously related as they all

represent acoustic modeling at different phonetic resolutions. The extra information
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is the implicit membership of the DTS’s in the senones and monophones, and more

contextual information. We call the new model for distinct triphone modeling as multi-

task learning deep neural network for distinct triphone modeling (MTL-DNN-DTM).

Fig. 5.1 shows the MTL-DNN-DTM used for training the three tasks together.

Basically, three single-task learning DNNs (STL-DNNs) which estimate the poste-

rior probabilities of monophone states, senones, and distinct triphone states (DTS) are

merged together so that they their inputs and all hidden layers, while each of them

keeps its own output layer (L1, L2 and L3). The MTL objective function is to mini-

mize the sum of cross entropies of the three tasks over the training set D:

E(D,⇤) = �
X

x2D

0

@
3X

j=1

NjX

i=1

d(j)i logP (s(j)i |x;�0,�j)

1

A (5.6)

where d(j)i is the target value of the ith state in Tj , �0 consists of model parameters that

are shared by all tasks (i.e., the hidden layers) and �j consists of model parameters

specific to only task Tj (i.e., the output layers). During training, for each input acoustic

vector, 3 output units, one for each task, will be activated. Thus, the shared hidden

layers help the tasks regularize each other to achieve better generalization.

Table 5.2: Forced alignment results and the mapping to monophone state, tied-state
and distinct triphone state labels.

Frame range Triphone[state index] Monophone state Tied-state Distinct triphone state
... ... ... ... ...
34-37 v-ih+n[3] ih 3 ST ih 3 8 v-ih+n 3
38-39 v-ih+n[4] ih 4 ST ih 4 5 v-ih+n 4
40-42 ih-n+eh[2] n 2 ST n 2 6 ih-n+eh 2
43-46 ih-n+eh[3] n 3 ST n 3 1 ih-n+eh 3
... ... ... ... ...

In practice, starting from a conventional GMM-HMM, we go through the following

steps to construct and train the proposed MTL-DNN.

STEP 1 : A conventional senones (tied-states) GMM-HMM system with optimal num-

ber of senones is first built.
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STEP 2 : The senone GMM-HMM system is used to forced-align the training and de-

velopment data to get the frame labels for DNN training. Table 5.2 demonstrates

part of the forced alignment result of an utterance, and the mapping to mono-

phone state, tied-state and DTS labels. Each frame is firstly assigned a label of

triphone[state index]. Then, this label is converted to the 3 kinds of la-

bels according to the mapping. Thus, each frame has 3 labels totally: monophone

state, tied-state and DTS.

STEP 3 : Pre-train a DBN by contrast divergence [28].

STEP 4 : Add an output softmax layer of senones, and train the senones posteriors by

standard DNN back-propagation as common tied-state DNN-HMM.

STEP 5 : Add an output softmax layer of monophone states and initialize it with ran-

dom weights.

STEP 6 : Similar to the RMW procedure running on GMM-HMM systems, treat each

senone as a state cluster and untie it to get all its member DTS’s. Add an output

softmax layer consisting of all those DTS’s that have at least 10 training samples1.

The output weight vector of a DTS is initialized by the well-trained weight vector

of its corresponding senone.

STEP 7 : Train the resulting MTL-DNN by standard back-propagation like an STL-

DNN except that the learning rate of the hidden layers is set to 1/3 of that for

STL-DNN, since 3 error signals are now propagated back to the hidden layers. The

learning rate of the output layers remains the same.

STEP 8 : During decoding, posteriors for the three kinds of output units are generated

separately and fed into their corresponding HMM decoders.

5.2.2 Transformation of DTS Activations by RMW

When reference model weighting (RMW) is applied to distinct triphone modeling us-

ing GMM-HMMs, each triphone state is represented as a supervector created by stack-

ing up the mean vectors of its Gaussian mixtures. Then for each state cluster (which is

1For unseen triphone states and those DTS’s with fewer than 10 samples, they will be still represented
by the appropriate senones.
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Figure 5.2: Transforming the activation of each DTS using the RMW technique.

equivalent to a tied state in practice), all or a subset of its member DTS supervectors

are collected to form a basis and all DTS’s of the cluster can then be expressed as a

linear combination of the basis vectors. Since the number of such basis vectors is much

smaller than the dimension of the state supervectors, the combination weights may be

estimated robustly even with very small amount of training samples.

In the DTS DNN, each output node represents a DTS. Let’s assume that there are

Nk DTS’s {s(k)i : i = 1, 2, . . . , Nk} in the state cluster represented by the kth senone;

there are H hidden units in the last hidden layer, and their outputs (including the bias)

are represented by y = [1, y1, y2, ..., yH ]0. Let’s also denote the DNN weight vector

connecting the last hidden layer to s(k)i as w(k)
i 2 RH+1. Thus, its activation is given

by

a(k)i = y

0
w

(k)
i . (5.7)

When applying RMW for robust training of DTS DNNs, the set of DTS DNN

weight vectors of the kth state cluster, {w(k)
0 } [ {w(k)

i : i = 1, 2, . . . , Nk}, where w

(k)
0

is the DNN weight vector of the kth senone, is treated as a basis. Then the DNN weight
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vector of each member DTS is re-modeled as a linear combination of the basis vectors

as follows:

ˆ

w

(k)
i = W

(k)
u

(k)
i (5.8)

and the new activation â(k)i of the s(k)i unit is

â(k)i = y

0
W

(k)
u

(k)
i (5.9)

where W

(k)
= [w

(k)
0 w

(k)
1 . . .] and u

(k)
i is the combination weights for the DTS unit

s(k)i . Therefore, if we represent the activations to all {s(k)i } by the vector a(k), and all

their combination weight vectors by U

(k), then the new activation vector after RMW

is given by

ˆ

a

(k)
= (W

(k)
U

(k)
)

0
y = U

(k)0
W

(k)0
y = U

(k)0

a(k)0

a

(k)

�
(5.10)

where a(k)0 is the activation of senone.

Eq. (5.10) demonstrates that the application of RMW on the connection weight

vectors between the last hidden layer and the DTS output layer is equivalent to ap-

plying a linear transform U

(k) 2 R(Nk+1)⇥Nk on the activations to DTS output units.

The proposed RMW method can be implemented by adding an additional RMW layer

between the last hidden layer and the DTS output layer of the DNN as shown in Fig.

5.2.

In practice, this procedure is done as follows:

STEP 1 : Since the senone units and DTS units are in different output layers in the

MTL-DNN, we need to firstly merge the two output layers, and remove the softmax

operations on them;

STEP 2 : Group the DTS from the same state cluster together with the senone output

unit of that cluster, as is showed by the layer L0 in Fig. 5.2;

STEP 3 : On top of it, add a block diagonal linear transformation, in which each block

is the combination weight matrix for a state cluster.

STEP 4 : A softmax operation is added over all DTS’s finally.
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5.2.3 Estimation of the Combination Weights

To estimate the additional RMW combination weights for each state cluster, all the net-

work weights between layers below L0 of a well-trained DNN are fixed. Each RMW

combination weight vector is initialized as u

(k)
i = [1, 0, 0, . . .] where the unity value

corresponds to the combination weight to the senone vector which will be fixed during

the estimation. Since there are many parameters in the additional layer, L2 regular-

ization was tried. In some preliminary TIMIT experiments, we empirically found that

similar results could be achieved by simply re-estimating each DTS weight vector as a

linear combination of its original vector and its senone weight vector as below:

ˆ

w

(k)
i = w

(k)
0 + ↵w(k)

i (5.11)

where ↵ is a global combination weight for all DTS’s which is tuned using a develop-

ment set. Therefore we employed this simple method in the following experiments.

5.3 Experiments

Following the experiment settings in previous Chapter, the proposed MTL-DNN-DTM

as described above was tested on Three English speech recognition tasks. They are

the TIMIT phone recognition task, the WSJ0 word recognition task and SWitchBoard

(SWB) large vocabulary telephony speech recognition task. The performance of MTL-

DNN-DTMs on TIMIT and WSJ0 task are compared with their respective STL-DNN

baselines which were prepared as described in Chapter 4. We further examined MTL-

DNN-DTM on the SWB large vocabulary speech recognition task, which is more dif-

ficult and complex than TIMIT and WSJ0.

5.3.1 TIMIT Phone Recognition

5.3.1.1 Acoustic Modeling

The same single-task learning DNN (STL-DNN) modeling monophone states in Chap-

ter 4 is used as baseline system. Beside it, we further trained a senone STL-DNN.

Then triphone states with at least 10 training samples were untied from their senones.

At the end, a set of 9823 distinct triphone states (DTS) were obtained which is ⇠17
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times of the optimal number of senones. The network weights of the DTS STL-DNN

were initialized from the senone STL-DNN and trained as describe in previous section.

MTL-DNNs were then built by jointly training at least two of the three kinds of acous-

tic units (monophone states, senones, and DTS’s) together. During testing, outputs

of different acoustic units were computed independently and fed into corresponding

decoders.

Finally, the DTS activations were further transformed using the RMW technique

as described by Eq. (5.11). The optimal value of the global parameter ↵ was deter-

mined using the development data, and 0.1 was found to give the best results. For

comparision, STL-DNNs modeling different acoustic units are also trained.

Table 5.3: Phone recognition errors (%) of different DNN systems. M, S and D rep-
resent systems using monophone states, senones and distinct triphone states as output
units respectively.

Models M output S output D output
STL-DNN (M) 21.88 — —
STL-DNN (S) — 21.11 —
STL-DNN (D) — — 24.70
MTL-DNN (MS) 21.64 20.82 —
MTL-DNN-DTM (SD) — 20.40 23.28
MTL-DNN-DTM (MSD) 21.58 19.99 22.26
+ RMW activations — — 19.70

5.3.1.2 Experiment Results and Discussion

Table 5.3 summarizes the recognition performance of various DNN systems. We have

the following observations:

• Among three STL-DNNs, senone STL-DNN has the best performance, as it suc-

cessfully trades off detailed modeling between monophone states and DTS’s.

• Joint training of different kinds of acoustic units using MTL-DNN-DTMs be-

tween both the primary task as well as the extra task(s). DTS’s were more ro-

bustly trained due to the regularization effect from the senones and monophone

states which were well trained and thus might provide a representation bias to-

wards a better local optimum for DTS modeling. On the other hand, senones
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were also better trained due to the extra contextual information provided by the

DTS’s.

• Although after MTL training, DTS’s still perform the worst, the proposed RMW-

based transformation of the DTS activations could successfully re-estimate their

parameter robustly. Compared with the senone DNN baseline, the final DTS

DNN system reduces the phone recognition errors by 6.7%.

Table 5.4: WSJ0: Word error rates (%) of various DNN-HMM systems using bi-
gram/trigram language models.

Models M output S output D output
STL-DNN (M) 8.07/— — —
STL-DNN (S) — 5.10/3.21 —
STL-DNN (D) — — 5.17/3.46
MTL-DNN-DTM (MSD) 7.22/— 4.75/2.80 4.48/2.76
+ RMW activations — — 4.33/2.64

5.3.2 WSJ0 Reading Speech Recognition

5.3.2.1 Acoustic Modeling

For WSJ0 experiments, we also employ the same baseline STL-DNN system we used

in Chapter 4. Then, we untied the state clusters (tied-states) to obtain the DTS’s. There

are 22407 DTS’s that have at least 10 training samples since the training set of WSJ0

task is much larger than that of TIMIT. This number is about 18 times the number of

senones. Moreover, during recognition, the posterior probabilities of the output units

were first scaled by the their statistical priors counted from the training data before

they were fed into their corresponding decoders for Viterbi decoding.

5.3.2.2 Results and Discussion

Experiment results of the various DNN-HMM systems using bigram and trigram lan-

guage models are presented in Table 5.4. 2

2Since the HTK toolkits used in our experiments don’t support decoding with context-independent
acoustic model and trigram language model, the recognition results based on monophone state outputs
and trigram language model are not provided.
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• Different from the experiment results of the TIMIT task, the performance of

DTS DNNs are comparable with senone DNNs and are much better than the

monophone state DNN. An analysis on the occurrences of the DTS’s over the

test sets show that there are fewer infrequent DTS’s in the WSJ0 test set than

that in the TIMIT test set.

• MTL training consistently reduces the word error rate (WER) of all tasks simul-

taneously.

• RMW transformation of the DTS activations yields the best performance for

DTS DNNs, resulting in a relative WER reduction of 15.1% (17.8%) over the

senone STL-DNN baseline using a bigram (trigram) language model.

5.3.3 SWB Telephony Speech Recognition

SWitchBoard (SWB) [91] is a large vocabulary telephony conversational speech recog-

nition data set. In the past decade, various of ASR techniques have been proved ef-

fective on LVCSR tasks. We aim to see how the proposed distinct triphone acoustic

modeling methods work with state of art ASR techniques for building LVCSR systems.

5.3.3.1 Speech Corpus and Experimental Setup

The SWitchBoard-1 release 2 data set contains around 290 hours of US English con-

versational speech on telephone line by 500 speakers. The 4870 conversation sides are

further spliced into 259,890 utterances for acoustic modeling.

Recognition results are reported on the standard Hub5 2000 evaluation set. It con-

sists of 1,831 SWitchBoard-2 telephony conversation sides and 2,628 CallHome tele-

phony conversation sides. There are totally 2 hours of conversational speech.

5.3.3.2 GMM-HMM Baseline

We followed the Kaldi recipe 3 setup to build the GMM-HMM baseline systems. The

first 5 hours of speech in the data set are used as development data, while the rest 286

hours of speech data are used for model estimation.

3kaldi/egs/swbd/s5b/run.sh
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A trigram language model was trained on all the transcription text of the training

set defined above using the SRILM toolkit [92]. It has perplexity of 89.6. Scoring

is done by the NIST Scoring Toolkit (SCTK). Training and decoding were performed

with a dictionary with 30k pronunciation entries.

Firstly, conventional MFCC features were extracted, with conversation side-based

cepstral mean and variance normalization. They were enhanced by concatenating the

delta and delta delta coefficients to form 39-dimensional feature vectors. A tied-state

context dependent GMM-HMM was first trained using only one third of the training

data.

Then, seven consecutive feature vectors, each consisting of 13 static MFCC coef-

ficients, were concatenated, and then were reduced to 40-dimensional feature vectors

using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [93] with the frame labels obtained by the

model trained in the previous step. After that, maximum likelihood linear transform

(MLLT) [94] is applied on the LDA feature vectors. Another tied-state GMM-HMM

was estimated on all transformed training data.

Finally, speaker adaptive training (SAT) [95] were applied. The resulted model

has 8704 tied states and 200k Gaussians in total. It is used as the maximum likelihood

GMM-HMM baseline in our experiments.

5.3.3.3 Training DNN-HMMs

We started from the ML GMM-HMM tied-state system to train the senone DNN-HMM

baseline system using the Kaldi recipe. First of all, The ML GMM-HMM tied-state

system is employed to perform forced-alignment on all utterances in the SWB-1 data

set. Then, MLLR transforms are estimated per speaker. The features are transformed

and stored for DNN training.

The DBN pre-training process is similar to that in the TIMIT and WSJ0 experi-

ments. Now with more training data, we pre-trained a deeper network with 6 hidden

layers. The number of training epoch is only 1 for Bernoulli RBM and 2 for Gaus-

sian RBM. Moreover, the global learning rate in the recipe is smaller than those in the

TIMIT and WSJ0 experiments. Afterwards, 8704 output units representing senones in

the ML GMM-HMM tied-state system were added on top of the pre-trained DBN to
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form a DNN. Common STL-DNN was then trained by minimum cross entropy crite-

rion.

We untied the senones to 60,000 DTS’s by the Kaldi toolkit. MTL training was

applied to estimate senone DNN and DTS DNN simultaneously. The learning rate

for the hidden layers was again set to half of that for the output layers. Lastly, DTS

activations are transformed by RMW described in Equation 5.11.

5.3.3.4 Results and Discussion

Table 5.5: Recognition word error rate (%) of various DNN-HMM systems on the
Hub5 2000 evaluation set using trigram language model.

Model Description SWB CHE Total
ML GMM 22.2 36.8 29.5
Senone STL-DNN 14.6 26.9 20.8
DTS STL-DNN 14.3 26.6 20.5
MTL-DNN-DTM (senone output) 14.3 26.5 20.4
MTL-DNN-DTM (DTS output) 13.9 26.0 19.9
MTL-DNN-DTM + RMW activations 13.7 25.8 19.8

Table 5.5 presents the word error rates of STL- and MTL-DNNs on the Hub5 2000

evaluation set. The detailed WERs on SWB-2 and CallHome subset are also listed.

• Different from what is observed on the TIMIT and WSJ0 tasks, STL-DNN us-

ing DTS as output units outperforms common tied-state STL-DNN. This is not

surprising since the SWB data set has many more training data.

• The senone and DTS outputs of MTL-DNN outperform their counterpart STL-

DNN. It indicates that MTL training does benefit both tasks.

• After applying RMW activation transformation, we are able to further reduce

the WER. The overall relative WER reduction is 4.8% compared to the senone

STL-DNN or 3.4 % compared to the DTS STL-DNN baseline.
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5.4 Summary

State tying has been a canonical technique for context-dependent acoustic modeling.

Triphone states are tied together to share training data, and unseen triphones can be

synthesized according to phonetic state-tying decision tree. However, triphone states

that are tied together lose their unique characters, since all of their model parameters

are exactly the same. Our previous work on distinct triphone GMM-HMM represents

the parameters of a state as the weighted combination of all states in the same state

cluster by a regularized maximum likelihood formula. By this way, the number of

parameters to estimate is greatly reduced.

In this chapter, we follow the same idea, and aim at modeling distinct triphone

states in DNN-HMM systems. First, distinct triphone states are trained with senones

in an MTL-DNN. The DTS modeling task embeds more contextual information into

the hidden layers, while the senone modeling task in return prevents the training of the

complex DTS modeling task from overfitting. Then, we add a block diagonal linear

transform on top of the MTL-DNN, which is equivalent to representing the DTS’s as a

weighted combination of the senone and the member DTS’s in the same cluster. Sig-

nificant improvement is observed on TIMIT phone recognition, WSJ0 reading speech

recognition and SWB telephony speech recognition.

Currently, the linear combination step is working in a very simple way as Equation

5.11. In our experiments, even if the transformation matrix is constrained to be block

diagonal, overfitting happens easily when we train these weights. Our method differs

from the ensemble learning method in [73] where model integration is performed after

the softmax function. The key difference is that [73] simply uses a least mean-squares

objective, and the solution can be obtained in one step, while we still need to train this

combination layer by gradient decent. Whether the methods in [73] help to improve

the MTL-DNN-DTM remains to be explored.
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CHAPTER 6

MULTI-LINGUAL ACOUSTIC MODELING
OF LANGUAGE-SPECIFIC TRIPHONES
AND UNIVERSAL PHONES: BENEFIT

FROM LINGUISTICS

In previous chapters, it is assumed that we are given only resources of a single lan-

guage. When resources from other languages are available, cross-lingual or multi-

lingual ASR techniques may be used to improve recognition accuracy [47]–[23]. Some

of previous works share the hidden layers of DNN of different languages, while they

have independent output layers. In our second method, we propose to improve multi-

lingual acoustic modeling by further exploiting the relationship among the phones from

multiple languages via a universal phone set derived by linguistic knowledge in the

MTL framework without directly defining the mappings between them. The MTL-

DNN is expected to learn the multi-lingual phone mappings and benefits all language-

specific acoustic modeling tasks.

6.1 Multi-lingual ASR

Despite of the huge amount of data we can attain for popular languages, for many

languages in the world it is still difficult to get enough data to train decent large vocab-

ulary speech recognition systems, especially for low-resource languages with only a

few hours of transcribed speech data. In such situation, multi-lingual acoustic model-

ing is an effective way to share data and transfer knowledge among multiple languages.

For GMM-HMM acoustic models, [96] directly maps phones from multiple lan-

guages together according to the universal phone set which is a multi-lingual phone

inventory and does detailed studies on the issues of multilingual ASR. Although multi-

lingual training benefits from more training data compared to language-specific mod-

eling, experiment results reveal that such direct mapping of phones across languages

can not improve ASR accuracy over language-specific modeling, due to the loss of
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language-specific phone identity. Moreover, context-dependent units like senones in

the multi-lingual model are trained to cover all languages and thus are less precise to a

specific language compared with senones in the language-specific model.

On the other hand, multi-lingual subspace Gaussian mixture model (SGMM) [97]

was proved to be more dedicate and effective. SGMM establishes all phonetic states on

a common Gaussian mixture model structure, in which the means and mixture weights

lie in a subspace of the total parameter space. Such model structure allows more com-

pact and automatic representation of the model parameters, and is more robust given

small amount of training data compared to standard GMM. In a multi-lingual setting,

the common subspace GMM structure is shared across multiple languages, while each

language-specific phone still keeps its identity by holding distinct substate mixture

weights [97].

For ANN-based acoustic modeling, [98] and [99] estimate shallow neural networks

with bottleneck features using multi-lingual data, and then build language-specific sys-

tems on these bottleneck features by a tandem approach. Improvement is observed on

eight European languages. In the era of DNN, [100] use multi-lingual data for DBN

pre-training, but the later DNN fine-tuning is still performed on language-specified

data. The method was then improved by switching output layers of different languages

during training, but special attention still needs to be paid to the training order of lan-

guages.

Almost at the same time, in 2013, researchers from Microsoft and Google pro-

posed a more flexible model for multi-lingual acoustic modeling using DNN [57, 49].

Fig. 6.1 displays its structure. Multiple languages share the hidden layers, but they

keep their own output layers. The hidden layers are trained by data from multiple

languages during both pre-training and fine-tuning steps, while the output layers are

trained by only language-specific data. During training, multi-lingual data are shuffled

and mixed, to get rid of the issue on the training order of different languages. For

a training frame, only the output units in the output layer of the language it belongs

to are activated, while other output layers are not affected by its training signal. How-

ever, these methods are purely data-driven, and does not make use of existing linguistic

knowledge such as International Phonetic Alphabet, which is a waste.
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Table 6.1: The universal phone set (UPS) and the phonemes’ usage in three South
African languages.

IPA UPS Afr Ses siS

Affricates
tF tp b ⇥ ⇥ X
Ù’ tS ˆ ⇥ X ⇥
Ùh tS h ⇥ X ⇥
µ’ ts ˆ ⇥ X X
µh ts h ⇥ X X
kx kx ⇥ X ⇥
kì kK ˆ ⇥ ⇥ X

psh ps h ⇥ X ⇥
pSh pS h ⇥ X ⇥
pS’ pS ˆ ⇥ X ⇥
Ã d 0Z ⇥ X X
dz dz ⇥ ⇥ X
d� dB ⇥ ⇥ X

Fricatives
f f X X X
v v X ⇥ X
s s X X X
z z X ⇥ X
S S X X X
x x X X X
h h ⇥ ⇥ X
H h b X X X
ì K ⇥ X ⇥
– K b ⇥ ⇥ X
fS fS ⇥ X ⇥

Clicks
| !! b ⇥ ⇥ X
! ! b ⇥ X ⇥

Diphthongs
@i @i X ⇥ ⇥

Œy u y X ⇥ ⇥
@u @u X ⇥ ⇥
i@ i@ X ⇥ ⇥
u@ u@ X ⇥ ⇥

Trills&Flaps
r r X X X

— sil X X X

IPA UPS Afr Ses siS

Stops
p p X ⇥ X

ph p h ⇥ X X
p’ p ˆ ⇥ X ⇥
b b X X X
t t X ⇥ X

th t h ⇥ X ⇥
t’ t ˆ ⇥ X ⇥
d d X ⇥ X
k k X ⇥ X

kh k h ⇥ X X
k’ k ˆ ⇥ X ⇥
g g X ⇥ X
tl’ tl ˆ ⇥ X X
tlh tl h ⇥ X X

Nasals
m m X X X
n n X X X
J J ⇥ X X
N N X X X

Vowels
i i X X X
y y X ⇥ ⇥
u u X X X
I I ⇥ X ⇥
F eu : X ⇥ ⇥
E E X ⇥ X
O O X X X
a a X X X
a: A: X ⇥ ⇥
@ @ X ⇥ ⇥
Ø { X ⇥ ⇥
U U ⇥ X ⇥
Œ u X ⇥ ⇥

Approximants
l l X X X
j j X X X
w w X X X
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Figure 6.1: Multi-lingual deep neural network with shared hidden layers.

6.2 Universal Phone Set (UPS)

Many multi-lingual ASR techniques utilize a global phone inventory such as the Inter-

national Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [101], or a smaller universal phone set (UPS) which

can be written in the ASCII format and is derived from the IPA. During multi-lingual

acoustic modeling, phones from different languages having the same UPS phonetic

symbol will share their training data. In this chapter, the three South African lan-

guages under investigation come from the Lwazi project [77] which already provides

their IPA phoneme sets [102]. Thus, we simply unify their phoneme sets (after remov-

ing any duplicates) to form the UPS. Table 6.1 shows the final UPS of 67 phonemes

and their uses in the three South African languages in our experiments. Phonemes of

the 3 languages are highly overlapping, indicating close relationship between the lan-

guages. It is believed that the UPS modeling task is related to language-specific phone

modeling tasks. Thus, we investigate learning them together using MTL-DNN.
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Figure 6.2: A multi-lingual MTL-DNN system (ML-MTL-DNN-UPS) with shared
hidden layers and an extra output layer of UPS states. Outputs, labelled as green, from
2 separate tasks are turned “on” by an input acoustic vector.

6.3 Multi-lingual MTL-DNN With an Extra UPS Learn-
ing Task

To develop a multi-lingual ASR system with K languages, K + 1 tasks will be jointly

learned in our multi-lingual MTL-DNN system:

T1 : posteriors of triphone senones of the first language

T2 : posteriors of triphone senones of the second language
...

TK : posteriors of triphone senones of the Kth language

Tu : posteriors of monophone states of the UPS

With respect to the kth language, Tk is the primary task and the remaining K tasks

(T1, . . . , Tk�1, Tk+1, . . . , TK , Tu}) are the secondary tasks with the UPS task Tu be-

ing a common task for the learning of any language. The proposed multi-lingual
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MTL-DNN system is shown in Fig. 6.2. The model architecture is similar to SHL-

MDNN in [49, 57] except for the additional output layer for learning the posteriors

of UPS monophone states; we will call our multi-lingual MTL network ML-MTL-

DNN-UPS. Without the additional UPS task, one simply hopes that the shared hidden

layers will automatically captures the phonetic-acoustic relationships among the mul-

tiple languages during MTL-DNN training so that the recognition performances of all

languages are enhanced. Our additional UPS learning task forces this to happen: the

weights in the shared hidden layers are trained to cause acoustic vectors from different

languages that are mapped to the same UPS phone to activate the same target in the

UPS output layer. Moreover, instead of directly defining O(K2
) phone mappings be-

tween any two of the K languages, one only needs to map the phones of each of the K

languages to the UPS phones.

Let’s denote the training data set from the kth language as D(k) and its set of Nk tri-

phone senones as s(k)i , i = 1, . . . , Nk, and k = 1, . . . , K. Similarly, the set of Nu UPS

monophone states is denoted as s(u)i . For each input vector x(k) 2 D(k), only two tasks

are involved: the triphone senones of the kth language (Tk) and the UPS monophone

states (Tu) are activated using the softmax function of Eq. (4.1). Their corresponding

per-frame cross-entropies, Ek(x(k)
;�0,�k) and Eu(x(k)

;�0,�u), where �u consists of

the weights in the output layer of the UPS states, are given by Eq. (4.2). Finally, the

training objective function over all data of the multiple languages is modified from

Eq. (3.1) as follows:

E({D(k)},⇤)

=

KX

k=1

X

x

(k)

�
�k Ek(x(k)

;�0,�k) + �u Eu(x(k)
;�0,�u)

�

=

KX

k=1

 
�k

X

x

(k)

Ek(x(k)
;�0,�k)

!

| {z }
as in SHL-MDNN

+ �u

 
KX

k=1

X

x

(k)

Eu(x(k)
;�0,�u)

!

| {z }
regularization

. (6.1)
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Eq. (6.1) shows that our multi-lingual MTL-DNN training is different from SHL-

MDNN training and may be considered as a regularized version of the latter — a form

of regularized MTL [103]. If the language task weights are large, it will be the same

as SHL-MDNN training; if the UPS task weight is large, it will be reduced to UPS

training. Since UPS models are usually not as good as language-specific models [96],

the learned UPS output layer will not be used in recognition, and it is only used to help

enforce the cross-lingual phone mappings during MTL-DNN training. The training

procedure of ML-MTL-DNN-UPS is similar to that of MTL-DNN-PG in Chapter 4.

From the perspective of regularization, we prefer simpler regularizer and thus we

use UPS monophone states instead of UPS triphone senones as the common task. In

some preliminary experiments, we also empirically found that they gave similar results.

6.4 Extensions

Figure 6.3: A multi-lingual MTL-DNN system (ML-MTL-DNN-UPS-UGS) modeling
the triphone and trigrapheme senones of K languages, together with their universal
phone states and universal grapheme states.

As said in Chapter 4, grapheme-based acoustic modeling is a viable solution for

low-resource language ASR. Method 2 can be easily modified to use graphemes in-
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stead of phones as the modeling units. A universal grapheme set (UGS) may again

be created by simply taking the union of the grapheme sets of all the languages un-

der investigation. The UGS for the three languages in our experiments consists of

30 graphemes including one that denotes silence. We will call the grapheme-based

multi-lingual MTL-DNN with the extra UGS learning task ML-MTL-DNN-UGS.

Obviously, one may further combine Method 1 and Method 2 to jointly model

multi-lingual phones and graphemes using the UPS and UGS as the extra learning

tasks, and we will label such network as ML-MTL-DNN-UPS-UGS. As is shown in

Fig. 6.3, if there are K languages to learn simultaneously, then there will be totally

2K + 2 (softmax) output layers in the model. Each input acoustic vector from the kth

language will activate four targets: one triphone senone and one trigrapheme senone of

the kth language, one universal (mono)phone state, and one universal (mono)grapheme

state.

6.5 Experiment Evaluation

The Lwazi corpora provides data sets from a group of low-resource languages. The

data were recorded under similar environment and channel, with the same format. Thus

it provides a suitable experimental setting to examine multi-lingual ASR approaches.

MTL-DNN with universal phone modeling task was evaluated and compared with the

existing SHL-MDNN on multi-lingual acoustic modeling of the three South African

languages tested in last chapter.

6.5.1 MTL-DNN Training

The training of the various DNNs in Method 2 is similar to that in Method 1 except that

now the training data of all the three languages were pooled together to jointly train

their acoustic models. Specifically, the following models were trained and compared:

• ML-STL-DNN: multi-lingual STL-DNN of universal (mono)phones or (mono)graphemes;

• SHL-MDNN: multi-lingual phonetic shared-hidden-layer DNN [57] (with a total

of 3 learning tasks);
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• ML-MTL-DNN-UPS: multi-lingual phonetic MTL-DNN using universal phone

modeling as the extra learning task (for a total of 4 learning tasks);

• ML-MTL-DNN-UGS: multi-lingual graphemic MTL-DNN using universal grapheme

modeling as the extra learning task (for a total of 4 learning tasks); and

• ML-MTL-DNN-UPS-UGS: multi-lingual MTL-DNN using universal phone mod-

eling and universal grapheme modeling as the extra learning tasks (for a total of

8 learning tasks).

All these DNNs were initialized from the same DBN which was pre-trained by

training data from all the three languages. Afterwards, multiple softmax output lay-

ers were added to the DNNs, one for each learning task. Thus, the number of soft-

max layers in the various DNNs are: 1 for ML-STL-DNN, 3 for SHL-MDNN, 4 for

ML-MTL-DNN-UPS/-UGS, and 8 for ML-MTL-DNN-UPS-UGS. As a result, during

back-propagation fine-tuning, each training frame will activate 1, 1, 2, and 4 output

nodes in ML-STL-DNN, SHL-MDNN, ML-MTL-DNN-UPS/-UGS, and ML-MTL-

DNN-UPS-UGS respectively. Because of the use of multiple languages and MTL,

some parts of the training procedure were modified. Firstly, the use of data from mul-

tiple languages requires the training utterances to be shuffled randomly so that the

fine-tuning process would not be biased to a particular language at any time during

training. Secondly, since more than one output node may be activated, the learning

rate of the weights in the hidden layers were reduced by a factor equal to the number

of activated output nodes. Otherwise, the training procedure is the same as that of

MTL-DNN in Chapter 4.

6.5.2 Results and Discussions

Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 summarize the recognition performance of the various systems

trained on the full training sets and the reduced training sets of all the three languages

respectively. Performance of the previous mono-lingual STL-DNNs are repeated in

the tables for comparison.

• The performance of multi-lingual STL-DNN (ML-STL-DNN) of the univer-

sal phones (graphemes) is far inferior to the triphone (trigrapheme) STL-DNN
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Table 6.2: Lwazi: WERs (%) of MULTI-LINGUAL systems trained on the full train-
ing sets.

State Model Units Afrikaans Sesotho siSwati

mono-lingual triphones 7.2 20.1 18.0
STL-DNN trigraphemes 8.0 20.4 18.2

SHL-MDNN triphones 6.4 19.7 17.8
trigraphemes 7.8 19.9 17.6

ML-MTL-DNN
-UPS triphones only 6.1 19.0 17.3
-UGS trigraphemes only 7.5 19.1 17.0

-UPS-UGS triphones only 5.6 18.9 17.2
trigraphemes only 7.3 19.0 16.8

Table 6.3: Lwazi: WERs (%) of MULTI-LINGUAL systems trained on ⇠1-hour
small training sets.

State Model Units Afrikaans Sesotho siSwati

mono-lingual triphones 9.5 23.1 21.4
STL-DNN trigraphemes 11.8 23.5 19.8

SHL-MDNN triphones 9.1 22.0 20.2
trigraphemes 11.4 23.1 19.3

ML-MTL-DNN
-UPS triphones only 8.6 21.5 19.3
-UGS trigraphemes only 11.2 22.2 18.8

-UPS-UGS triphones only 8.3 21.3 19.0
trigraphemes only 11.0 22.0 18.7
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baseline. Similar finding was reported in [96]. Although the UPS/UGS mod-

els may share data among the various languages, the data become impure and

they may fail to model the language specificities. Moreover, co-articulatory ef-

fects were not modeled as the targets in our ML-STL-DNNs are only mono-

phones/monographemes states.

• On the other hand, multi-lingual models based on SHL-MDNN outperform their

STL-DNN counterparts and reduce the WER by ⇠2–11% relative in the full

training set and ⇠4–10% relative in the reduced training set. The improvements

agree fairly well with the findings in [57] where the WER reductions are ⇠3–

5% relative. It is believed that the shared internal representation captures cross-

lingual knowledge among the training languages.

• The multi-lingual MTL-DNN (ML-MTL-DNN) with an extra UPS (UGS) out-

put layer further outperforms the corresponding phonetic (graphemic) SHL-MDNN.

For example, in the case of reduced training set, the WER reduction improves

from ⇠4–10% relative in SHL-MDNN to ⇠7–12% relative in ML-MTL-DNN-

UPS/-UGS. In SHL-MDNN, the benefit of MTL is achieved only by learning

common weights in the hidden layers, whereas in our ML-MTL-DNN-UPS/-

UGS, the learning of the weights in the output layer of each language is further

regularized by the learning of the weights in the output layer of UPS (UGS).

• Finally, based on the results of MTL-DNN-PG and above, we put the learning

of phone models and grapheme models of the three languages together with

the UPG and UGS, and obtained the best results that reduce the WER by ⇠6–

22% relative in the full set and ⇠8–13% in the reduced set over the STL-DNN

baselines. The improvements obtained by the ML-MTL-DNN-UGS-UPS are

about twice of that from the respective SHL-MDNNs. All these are obtained

without additional language resources.

6.6 Summary

Multi-lingual ASR is one of the important research directions to address the data

scarcity problem. This chapter focuses on improving existing multi-lingual deep neu-

ral network. Instead of directly mapping language-specific phones to universal phones
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and training all of them together in a STL-DNN, we take an indirect approach by

further introducing an acoustic modeling task learning a set of universal phones, so

that the problems of losing language-specific phone identities and phone context are

avoided. Compared to SHL-MDNN, our approach further utilizes the universal phone

sets, and forces the MTL-DNN to learn the multi-lingual phone mappings. Thus, it

gains extra phone mapping information from linguistics, meanwhile keeping the pu-

rity of language-specific phones.

The method can be further combined with joint modeling of phone and grapheme

proposed in Chapter 4. In our experiments, we get an MTL-DNN with 8 output layers,

and each input frame is used to train 4 tasks at the same time. However, this does not

add too much burden to the model size, nor does it degrade training speed much, due

to the fact that most parameters in DNN are in the hidden layers.

In previous works, cross-lingual model adaptation has also been proved to be ef-

fective. In [57], a well-trained SHL-MDNN is adapted to a novel language. The

MTL-DNN in this chapter works for better learning multiple langauges together, and

it outperforms SHL-MDNN. Thus, we believe its hidden layers are also able to better

transfer knowledge to the novel language. On the other hand, many related works on

multi-lingual ASR uses ANN as feature extractor for back-end systems. ML-MTL-

DNN-UPS is expected to extract better features, since its hidden layers incorporates

information in the UPS, which is from linguistics.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Hybrid deep neural network hidden Markov model (DNN-HMM) outperforms con-

ventional GMM-HMM by a large margin. Multi-task learning (MTL) is a prospective

approach to further improve the powerful DNN for speech recognition. In this thesis,

we propose and illustrate three methods in the MTL framework using DNN to train

phonetic models without requiring additional resources, which are among the initial

works of applying MTL-DNN to ASR. The resulting phonetic models are believed to

generalize better to unseen data because the extra learning task(s) can exploit extra

information from the training data to provide a representation bias to the original pho-

netic modeling task. This is made possible because both the inputs and hidden layers

are shared by the multiple learning tasks.

7.1 Contributions

Table 7.1: Summary of three proposed methods in this thesis.

Method MTL-DNN-PG MTL-DNN-DTM ML-MTL-DNN-UPS
Primary task Monophone or

senone modeling
Senone acoustic

modeling
Language specific
phone modeling

Secondary task Grapheme acoustic
modeling

DTS acoustic
modeling

Universal phone
modeling

Setting Mono-lingual Mono-lingual Multi-lingual
Extra information Phone-to-grapheme

mappings
Contextual
information

Multi-lingual phone
mappings

This thesis studies secondary tasks that benefit the training of phonetic acoustic

modeling under the MTL framework. Table 7.1 lists the three MTL methods. More

specifically, the monophone or senone acoustic modeling task is estimated with three

other acoustic modeling tasks based on various kinds of acoustic units:
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(a) Graphemes: units from the writing system

Unlike phonetic units, graphemes do not directly correspond to acoustic sounds,

but may be used as complementary units for acoustic modeling. For single-language

ASR we propose using grapheme acoustic modeling as the additional learning task

to learn the language’s phone models using an MTL-DNN. Even though it is well-

known that the grapheme-to-phoneme mappings in English are not simple, we

show the method also works well for TIMIT phone recognition task, and even for

the WSJ large-vocabulary ASR task where there are adequate amount of training

data. We then further evaluated it on recognition tasks of three low-resource South

African languages for which MTL is expected to be more effective in previous

literatures. Experimental results show that MTL training consistently outperforms

common single-task learning (STL) training. Thus, we believe the method can

be applied in other general ASR tasks. Furthermore, we analyze and visualize

the correlation between task-specific parameters of the two tasks, to verify our

assumption that MTL-DNN learns the implicit phone-to-grapheme mappings.

(b) Distinct triphones: phonetic units with much more detailed contextual informa-

tion

Distinct triphone modeling suffers the data scarcity problem, due to the large

number of infrequent triphones. In the second method we applied the is refer-

ence model weighting (RMW) technique to robust distinct triphone modeling in

a DNN-HMM under the multi-task learning (MTL) framework. Distinct triphone

states (DTS’s) were jointly trained with senones (and perhaps monophone states)

using an MTL-DNN. Their joint training has three benefits. Firstly, monophone

states modeling and senones modeling tasks provide better inductive bias for the

DTS modeling task to reach a better optimum, preventing the excessively com-

plex DTS DNN from overfitting by sharing the hidden layers. Secondly, the DTS

modeling task embeds more contextual information into the hidden layers of the

MTL-DNN. Lastly, the shared hidden layers make it easy to implement an activa-

tion transformation based on the RMW technique by simply adding an additional

layer between the last hidden layer and the DTS output layer for each state cluster.

Using the method we were able to reduce relative phone or word error rate by 6.7%

and 17.8% on TIMIT task and WSJ0 task respectively.
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(c) Universal phones: phones derived from phone sets of multiple languages

Lastly, when the phone models of multiple low-resource languages were trained to-

gether, we proposed using the acoustic modeling of a set of universal phones/graphemes

(UPS/UGS) as the additional learning task. From the optimization perspective, the

UPS task serves as a regularizer for the phonetic modeling of all the involved lan-

guages. From the language perspective, it forces the multi-lingual MTL-DNN to

implicitly encode a mapping among the phones of all the languages. Finally, by

combining ith with the first method, we were able to reduce the WERs of mono-

lingual STL-DNN baselines by ⇠8–13% relative when only an hour of training

data were available from each of the three South African languages, and ⇠7–22%

relative when 3–8 hours of data are available. Additional memory and compu-

tational requirements are only required during MTL training; during recognition,

the softmax layer(s) due to any extra tasks may be discarded. Furthermore, since

our multi-lingual MTL-DNN has the same architecture as the multi-lingual SHL-

MDNN but performs better than the latter, and the latter had been shown to be

effective in cross-lingual model adaptation [49, 57, 58], we believe that our multi-

lingual MTL-DNN will also perform better in cross-lingual model adaptation as

well.

Nevertheless, the contribution of this thesis is not limited to the utilization of partic-

ular secondary tasks chosen here. More importantly, we try to answer the question of

how to choose helpful secondary tasks. Below are the guidelines we impose to choose

secondary tasks:

(a) secondary task should be positively related to the primary phonetic modeling task

so that they can share the same internal representation;

(b) secondary task shares the same set of inputs with primary task;

(c) secondary task should not require extra language resources;

(d) preparation for training the secondary task(s) should be as convenient as possible.

7.2 Future Works

(a) Multi-task learning with other regularization methods
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Our MTL methods aim at improving the generalization of phonetic DNNs. There

are many other ways to do this, and perhaps the most well-known one is the

dropout method [13] which had been applied successfully to low-resource ASR

[104] as well. Both our MTL methods and dropout are regularization methods

but they use different mechanisms: dropout prevents overfitting by efficiently and

approximately combining an exponentially many different neural network archi-

tectures, whereas our MTL methods exploit extra information from the data us-

ing additional learning task(s) which share(s) some commonality with the primary

learning task and provide(s) a representation bias towards a better local optimum.

Other ways such as weight pruning [105] and large-margin optimization [106, 107]

have also been proposed, and it will be interesting to see if these methods are com-

plementary to our proposed MTL methods.

(b) Multi-task relationship learning

Multi-task learning can be a powerful learning method if the tasks involved are

truly related. We expect more and more secondary tasks to be explored in near the

future to improve ASR performance. If we treat the hidden layers in neural net-

work as high-level feature extractors, training hidden layers of MTL-DNN can be

regarded as a kind of multi-task feature learning [108, 109]. Similar to multi-task

feature learning, MTL-DNN takes it for granted that the learned tasks are posi-

tively related and share a homogeneous feature representation without explicitly

modeling the relationship between them.

In this thesis, the multiple tasks are carefully sought and their positive relation-

ships are assumed, based on common knowledge. In the future, we would like to

formulate the task relationships mathematically and make use of them in the MTL

algorithm to further improve the ensuing model. In the machine learning com-

munity, this is known as multi-task relationship learning (MTRL), and MTRL for

simple linear regression tasks had been investigated [54, 110]. A possible way to

conduct multi-task relationship learning on DNN is to add a regularization term to

the original objective function during DNN training, and the regularizer depends

on already known and fixed relationship, or relationship learned on the fly. How-

ever, how to define task relationships on the complicated MTL-DNN, and how to

do MTRL for complex tasks like speech recognition need further investigation.
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Figure 7.1: An MTL-DNN learning ASR acoustic modeling task and speaker gender
identification task together on features of different levels.

(c) Learning multiple tasks on features at different hidden layers

Methodologies in this thesis are based on MTL-DNN in which the hidden layers

are shared, and multiple task-specific output layers are put on top of the hidden

layers. Thus, tasks are learned on the same level of features extracted by the hidden

layers.

However, from the view of bionics, this does not match the structure of human

brain, nor does it match our common sense in real life. For example, speaker

gender identification is a secondary task related to speech recognition, but speaker

gender identification is a much simpler task, and it makes use of relatively lower

level features compared to speech recognition. Thus MTL-DNN should be more

flexible and allow tasks to be learned on features at different hidden layers. Fig. 7.1

displays a possible MTL-DNN architecture in which the ASR acoustic modeling

task are learned as usual, but the speaker gender identification task only makes

use of lower level of features extracted by the first 3 hidden layers. Therefore, for

simpler tasks that do not need high level features as ASR, they can be learned on

the features output by hidden layers at the bottom of network.

(d) Multi-task learning on other deep architectures

As is mentioned in 2.3.3, research on other deep architectures such as deep con-
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Figure 7.2: An MTL-DNN for audio-visual automatic speech recognition.

volutional neural network (deep-CNN) and deep recurrent neural network (deep-

RNN) for ASR is also very active. In fact, recent progress on long-short term

memory recurrent neural network (LSTM-RNN) has surpassed DNN and broken

its records on TIMIT benchmark [15] and SWitchBoard large vocabulary speech

recognition task [111].

Applying the same MTL approach to deep-CNN and deep-RNN is straightforward.

[56] learns speech enhancement tasks and other classification tasks together, but

learning ASR task with other tasks using MTL-RNN is not explored. The RNN in

this paper is also shallow. It would be of sufficient interest to evaluate the effect

on MTL on deep-CNN and deep-RNN for ASR.

(e) MTL for auditory-visual automatic speech recognition

Selected and investigated secondary tasks in this thesis are all acoustic modeling

tasks, but candidates of secondary tasks should not be limited to speech and lan-

guage tasks. On the contrary, if a related secondary task comes from a totally

different field, the extra information it brings will be more valuable.

Human speech perception is usually related to other cognitive procedure. In psy-

chology, the McGurk effect is a strong evidence that our brain processes speech

with other senses. It is a perceptual phenomenon that demonstrates an interaction
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between auditory and visual systems during speech perception. For example, when

the syllable /ba-ba/ is spoken with the lip movements of /ga-ga/, the perception of

the audience will be /da-da/ surprisingly. In neural science, this can be explained

by the structure of the biological neural network [112]. When conducting speech

perception, the human brain combines different sources of information to make the

best judgment. As a benefit, many people can read out the ”speech” from a silent

video of lip and articular movement.

Research on the auditory-visual interaction in biology gives hint to improve per-

formance of speech applications with the aid of vision information. [113] and

[114] report promising results on speaker verification using lip movement infor-

mation as inputs to back-end HMM classifier. A more recent paper also works

on audio-visual automatic speech recognition (AVASR) using deep learning [115].

MTL-DNN is an ideal structure to merge different sources of information similarly

to human brain. We believe MTL-DNN is effective to combine auditory and vision

information to improve AVASR performance. Fig. 7.2 shows a possible variant of

MTL-DNN for AVASR. The MTL-DNN learns acoustic modeling task together

with lip tracing task from both acoustic frames and video frames.

This thesis proposes general guidelines in selecting various secondary tasks to im-

prove phonetic acoustic modeling under the multi-task learning framework. It is not

definitely the end of exploration on this issue. Hopefully, it will stimulate more and

more MTL applications in ASR. With the support of biological and neural science, we

are confident that MTL is a promising approach in general machine learning tasks that

are not only limited to automatic speech recognition.
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